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Working together to build a well-educated and successful
Cree Nation through inspired teaching and valued learning.

“We are Crees. This is
Cree School Board.
These are Cree schools
and you are teaching
our Cree children!”

SPECIAL TRIBUTE TO
CHIEF DR. BILLY DIAMOND, P.MGR.
One of our greatest leaders of our time and the most
prominent founding fathers of the Cree School Board
and Cree Education has now “gone to another
meeting”, departed from us on September 30, 2010.
In recognition and honour of Chief Dr. Billy Diamond’s
ever powerful role, presence and participation in the
birth and creation of the Cree School Board, we can
still hear his thundering speeches in the echo of his
voice: “We are Crees. This is Cree School Board.
These are Cree schools and you are teaching our Cree
children!”
Chief Dr. Billy Diamond had served as the first
Chairman of the Cree School Board since its inception
on July 1st, 1978 until July 1990; a remarkable and
landmark period of approximately twelve (12) years in
office, a real sacrifice in itself for all Cree students.

We will always remember Chief Dr. Billy Diamond and
his long list of many and tremendous aspirations,
challenges, contributions, accomplishments and
achievements for the students, the people and the
Cree Nation, possibly one of the greatest of all: the
relocation of the Cree School Board office to Eeyou
Istchee on Cree soil from Val-d’Or in 1988-89, along
with the completion of the construction of new Major
Capital Projects, such as: new schools or extensions,
teacher residences and other facilities, to name only a
few, for all the Cree communities.
Chief Dr. Billy Diamond had established a solid and
sound rapport with then Minister of Education, Mr.
Claude Ryan and he had skilfully convinced Mr. Ryan
that, to him, it was an absolute Cree right for the Cree
School Board to relocate to the Cree homeland. Mr.
Ryan agreed with Chief Dr. Billy Diamond and the rest

is now history – the reality of his dream fulfilled and
realized - a historic moment in all respects!
More importantly, we will always keep in our hearts his
vision that the Cree Language and Cree Culture must
be protected, preserved and practised for the benefit
of our children, their children and future generations
still to come. “We cannot afford to lose our Cree
Language! Our future generations will surely inherit
this precious gift!”
In loving and everlasting memory of Chief Dr. Billy
Diamond, P.Mgr., we all salute you and your family
with the highest marks and stars.
Cree School Board and Cree Education
Gordon Blackned
Chairman
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Greetings and wachiya to all members of the
Cree Nation!
It is once again a pleasure to submit to you a
message from my office as Chairman of the Cree
School Board. As usual the highlights and major
undertakings as they relate to the “Effective
Change” process in Cree Education will be
covered mostly by our service departments and
schools in the following pages.
For the past school year my office has been
mainly preoccupied with setting up a new Board
Governance process as it relates to the mandate
and responsibility of the Council of Commissioners
as stipulated in the Education Act for Cree, Inuit
and Naskapi Native Persons. In particular, the
Board engaged the services of a consultant expert
in the area of board governance, which includes the
development of a Council Policy Manual that sets
out the process by which the Council of
Commissioners will now conduct its affairs as an
effective governing body. The Council of
Commissioners has now adopted this new process
and finds it to be quite effective in dealing with the
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real issues in Cree education. Together with this,
Council has increased the delegation of authority to
the Director General, who will now hold a total
responsibility of “operational” matters within the
organization, among others, while Council will
continue to contribute its support, ensure
accountability, and effective performance. Major
decisions related to Cree education will however
continue to be the mandate and responsibility of the
Council of Commissioners. This new approach has
also ensured a smoother process in how Council
meetings are conducted through the “coaching” of
The Governance Coach, whose services have
assisted Council for most of its meetings held this
past year. We are indeed witnessing the “Effective
Change” process in action.
Since January to the beginning of June, the
Cree School Board has conducted community
tours throughout all nine Cree communities as well
as paid a visit to the post-secondary students
situated in the Ottawa – Gatineau region to
communicate, consult and connect with its
stakeholders in Cree education. These tours
included a variety of presentations related to the
“Effective Change” process the Board is embarking
on, and will be further described in greater detail in
the Director General’s report. These consultation
sessions gave an opportunity for community
delegations to discuss and bring out their concerns
and issues related to the current status of our Cree
education system. The general approach
undertaken was to communicate to the Cree
members the new approaches and initiatives to be
pursued by the Cree School Board in order to
improve Cree education overall, as well as tackle
the current issues to ensure student success in the
future. I, and the Council of Commissioners, firmly
believe and are fully confident that the plans to be
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put in place willbring about an affirmative change in
Cree education. While this will not immediately
create a noticeable improvement in student
success, it will no doubt become the catalyst to
achieving the mission of the Cree School Board in
the long run.
Success requires partnership, and this is
where all stakeholders come in. As community and
Cree Nation members, we all must make a
contribution toward supporting the efforts of our
educators in the pursuit of their goals, objectives
and aspirations in bringing about student success
in all aspects of Cree elementary, secondary, adult
and post-secondary education. Together, our
concerted efforts will propel our children to face the
challenges of today, tomorrow and beyond.
In closing I would like to thank the Council of
Commissioners for their continued support to the
mandate of my office, as well as the senior
management staff for their continued commitment
and dedication to the “Effective Change” process
in the Cree School Board. May our joint efforts to
improve the Cree education system shed a light at
the end of the tunnel towards a bright and
prosperous future for our children and youth.
Meegwetch and may God bless!
Gordon Blackned
Chairperson
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ᒥᓯᐙ ᓂᐙᒋᔮᒫᐅᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐅᒡ!
ᔖᔥ ᒦᓐ ᐅᑎᐦᒋᐱᔨᐤ ᒑ ᒥᓯᓂᐦᐊᒫᑎᑯᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐅᑖ
ᓂᑖᐱᑎᓰᐎᓂᐦᒡ ᓃᔨ ᐋ ᐅᒋᒫᐅᔮᓐ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ᙮
ᐋᐅᒄ ᒑ ᒥᓯᓈᑖᒡ ᐊᓐ ᒑᒀᓐ ᐋ ᒌᐦᑳᔮᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᑭᔮ ᐊᓐ ᐋ
ᒋᔥᑎᒋᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᐎᓐ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ “ᐋ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ
ᐋᐦᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑᒀᓐ” ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓂᑖ ᐋ ᐊᑎ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᐎᓈᓂᐎᒡ
ᓂᓈᐦᑰ ᒥᓯᓂᐦᐄᒑᐅᑭᒥᒄᐦ ᑭᔮ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄᐦ᙮
ᐆ ᑆᐳᐦᒡ ᑳ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᐅᓵ ᑳ
ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᒫᐦᒡ ᐋ ᐅᐦᐱᑳᐳᐎᐦᑖᔮᐦᒡ ᐋ ᐅᔥᑳᒡ ᒑ ᐄᔑ
ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ ᓃᑳᓂᔥᑳᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ, ᐋᔪᐎᒄ ᐊᓂᔮ
ᐅᑖᐱᑎᓰᐎᓂᐙᐤ ᑭᔮ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᑎᐹᔨᐦᑎᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ ᒫᒨᐱᒡ ᑳ
ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ, ᐊᓂᔮ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐐᓯᓈᑖᔨᒡ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐤ ᓂᔅᑯᒧᐎᓐ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐄᔨᔨᐅᒡ, ᐊᔨᔥᒌᒫᐅᒡ ᑭᔮ ᓈᔅᑳᐲᐤ
ᐄᔨᔨᐅᒡ᙮ ᐋᐅᒄ ᐱᑯᓂᒑ ᑳ ᐅᐦᑎᒋᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᐋ ᐃᑖᐱᑎᓰᒡ ᐋ
ᑭᔅᒋᐦᐅᒡ ᐋ ᑭᒑᔅᒋᒫᒑᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᐋ ᑭᓄᐙᐱᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ
ᐄᔑ ᓃᑳᓂᔥᑳᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ, ᒋᒡ ᐋ ᐅᔑᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ
ᓃᑳᓂᔥᑳᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐐᔓᐙᐤ ᒋᔅᒋᓄᐙᐱᐦᑏᐙᐅᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓐ, ᐋᔪᐎᒄ
ᐅᔮ ᔖᔥ ᒑ ᐋᐱᒋᐦᑖᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ ᒫᒨᐱᒡ ᑳ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᒡ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ ᐋᒄ ᒫᒃ ᒑ ᒌ ᒥᒥᔪᐱᔨᔨᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᒑᒀᔨᐤ ᐋ
ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᐋ ᓃᑳᓂᔥᑭᐦᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ᙮ ᔖᔥ ᒌ
ᐅᑎᓂᒧᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ ᒫᒨᐱᒡ ᑳ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ
ᐊᓂᔮ ᐋ ᐅᔥᑳᔨᒡ ᒑ ᐃᐦᑎᓈᓂᐎᔨᑯᐱᓈ ᑭᔮ ᐋᔪᐎᒄ ᐋ
ᐄᔑ ᐙᐱᐦᑎᐦᒡ ᓈᔥᒡ ᐋ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᔨᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᐋ
ᑭᓄᐙᐱᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ᙮ ᐆ ᒫᒃ
ᐋ ᒫᒨᓂᑭᓂᐎᒡ, ᐊᑎᑑ ᒋᑭ ᒥᔖᔨᐤ ᐅᑖᐱᑎᓰᐎᓂᐙᐤ ᐊᓂᑦ
ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᔨᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ, ᑭᔮ ᐋᐅᒄ ᐊᔮᐱᒡ ᒑ
ᐃᔑᓈᑯᐦᒡ ᒑ ᓃᐳᐎᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᐅᑖᐱᑎᓰᐎᓂᐙᐤ ᑭᔮ ᒑ
ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᐦᑖᒡ ᐋ ᐋᐱᑎᓯᔨᒡ᙮ ᐊᓐ ᒫᒃ ᐋ ᒌᐦᑳᔮᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᒑᒀᓐ
ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐅᔮᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ,
ᐋᔪᐎᒄ ᐊᔮᐱᒡ ᒑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᑭᔮ ᒑ ᑎᐹᔨᐦᑎᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ
ᒫᒨᐱᒡ ᑳ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ᙮ ᐆ ᒫᒃ ᐋ ᐅᔥᑳᒡ ᐋ
ᐃᐦᑎᓈᓂᐎᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᐊᑎᑑ ᒑ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ ᓂᔥᑐᔨᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ
ᑳ ᒫᒨᐱᒡ ᑭᔮ ᒑ ᐃᐦᑖᔨᒡᐦ ᐊᓂᔮ ᒑ ᑭᒑᔅᒋᒥᑯᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓂᔮ

ᐅᑖᐱᑎᓰᐎᓂᔨᐤ, ᐙᔥ ᐋᔪᐎᑯᓐᐦ ᐅᔮᐦ ᑳ ᐙᐐᒋᐦᐄᑯᒡ
ᑆᐳᓂᔨᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐅᓵ ᑳ ᓂᔥᑐᔨᒡ᙮ ᐋᐅᒄ ᒫᒃ ᑖᑆ
ᐎᔮᐱᐦᑎᒥᐦᒄ “ᐋ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ ᐋᐦᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑᒀᓐ” ᒫᒀᒡ
ᐋ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ᙮
ᐃᔅᐱᓐ ᒋᓵᔮᔅᑯᓂᐲᓯᒽ ᐲᐦᐊᒻ ᑳ ᐅᔥᑭᑯᒋᐦᒡ
ᒧᔖᐙᐦᔮᐅᐲᓯᒽ, ᐋᔪᐎᒄ ᑳ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᑦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ
ᐋ ᓈᓈᑎᐦᐊᐦᒡ ᒥᓯᐙ ᐹᔨᑯᔥᑖᐤ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᐃᐦᑖᐎᓐᐦ ᑭᔮ ᐊᓂᑖ
ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᒡ ᐊᑎᑑ ᑳ ᐄᔥᐹᔨᒡ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ ᐊᓂᑖ ᐊᑖᐙ - ᑳᑎᓅ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᒑ ᒌ
ᐊᔨᒥᐦᐄᑐᓈᓂᐎᒡ, ᒑ ᑯᒀᒋᔅᒑᒧᓈᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᐃᑖᔨᐦᑎᒥᐦᐄᐙᒡ
ᒑᒀᓐ ᑭᔮ ᒑ ᒌ ᓂᒋᔥᑭᐙᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᐋ ᐋᐱᒋᐦᑖᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ᙮ ᐆ ᑳ ᐱᐹᒥᐱᔨᓈᓂᐎᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᑳ
ᓅᑯᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑᒀᓐ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ “ᐋ
ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ ᐋᐦᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑᒀᓐ” ᐅᑖ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ, ᑭᔮ ᐋᐅᒄ ᐊᑎᑑ ᒥᒋᓐ ᒑ ᐋᔨᒧᑖᒡ ᐊᓂᑦ ᑳ
ᐱᒥᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᑦ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᐎᓂᔨᐤ ᐅᒥᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓂᐦᒡ᙮ ᐆ ᑳ ᐄᔑ
ᓂᔥᑐᔨᓈᓂᐎᒡ, ᐋᑯᑦ ᑳ ᐋᐱᐦᐊᒧᐙᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ
ᐊᔨᒦᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᐃᐦᑖᐎᓐᐦ ᒑ ᒧᔥᑭᔥᑖᒡ ᒑᒀᔨᐤ ᐋ ᔮᐃᒫᔨᐦᑎᒥᐦᐄᑯᒡ
ᑭᔮ ᐊᓐ ᒑᒀᓐ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᑖᐦᑭᐦᐄᒑᐱᔨᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᒫᒀᒡ ᐋ
ᐄᔑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ᙮ ᐋᔪᐎᒄ ᑳ
ᐋᔨᒧᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᐄᔨᔨᐅᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐋ ᐅᔥᑳᔨᒡ ᐋ
ᐃᐦᑎᓈᓂᐎᔨᒡ ᑭᔮ ᐊᓐ ᒑᒀᓐ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᒋᐦᒋᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑᒀᓐ
ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᐊᑎᑑ ᒑ ᒌ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ
ᐄᔑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ, ᑭᔮ ᐊᓐ ᒑ ᒌ ᐃᐦᑎᓈᓂᐎᑯᐱᓈ ᒑᒀᓐ ᒑ ᒌ
ᐅᐦᒋ ᒑᔥᑎᓈᑖᔮᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᒑ ᒌ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᒡ
ᐊᓂᑖ ᐄᔑ ᓃᔥᑖᒥᐦᒡ᙮ ᓃᔨ, ᑭᔮ ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ ᒫᒨᐱᒡ ᑳ
ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ, ᓂᑖᑆᐦᑖᓈᓐ ᑭᔮ ᒥᑎᑐᓐ
ᓂᑖᑆᐅᒑᔨᐦᑖᓈᓐ ᐊᓐ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᑖᑆ ᒑ
ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ ᐋᐦᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑᒀᓐ ᐊᓂᑦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ᙮ ᒥᒄ ᒫᒃ ᐋᐅᒄ ᒑ ᐃᔑᓈᑯᐦᒡ ᐋᑳ ᑏᐙᐦᒡ ᒑ
ᓅᑯᐦᒡ ᐊᓐ ᒑᒀᓐ ᐋ ᐐᐦ ᐄᔑ ᐱᑯᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓂᒌ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᒡ ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᒑ ᒌ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ, ᒥᒄ ᐊᔮᐱᒡ ᒋᑭ
ᐐᒋᐦᐄᐙᐱᔨᐤ ᐊᓐ ᒑ ᒌ ᐄᔑ ᐱᑯᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐆ ᐋ ᐄᔑ
ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐅᑖ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᑖ ᒑᒃ
ᐄᔑ ᓃᔥᑖᒥᐦᒡ᙮

ᐋ ᓃᑳᓂᐱᔨᓈᓂᐎᒡ ᓂᑐᐙᔨᐦᑖᑯᓐ ᒑ
ᐐᒑᐱᑎᓰᒥᑐᓈᓂᐎᒡ, ᑭᔮ ᐋᑯᑦ ᐅᔮ ᐋ ᐃᔑᓈᑯᓂᔨᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ
ᒥᓯᐙ ᐊᐙᓂᒌ ᐋ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ ᐋ
ᐃᔑᓈᑯᓂᔨᒡ ᒑ ᒫᒨᐦᑭᐦᒡ᙮ ᐊᓂᐦᐄ ᐃᐦᑖᐎᓐᐦ ᑭᔮ ᒋᔮᓂᐤ
ᐄᔨᔨᐅᒡ, ᒥᓯᐙ ᒋᑭ ᐐᐦ ᑯᒋᐦᑖᓈᓂᐤ ᒑ ᐐᒋᐦᐄᑯᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ
ᒑᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐐᐙᐤ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐱᑯᓵᔨᐦᑎᐦᒡ ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ
ᒑ ᒌ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᔨᒡᐦ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓐᐦ ᐊᓂᔮ ᒥᓯᐙ ᐋ ᐄᔑ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᔨᒡᐦ ᐊᓂᑖ ᓃᐦᑖᐦᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ, ᐄᔥᐱᒥᐦᒡ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ, ᒋᔖᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ ᑭᔮ ᐊᑎᑑ ᑳ
ᐄᔥᐹᔨᒡ ᑳ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᒡ᙮ ᐆ ᒫᒨ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᑯᒋᐦᑖᔨᐦᒄ, ᐋᔪᐎᒄ
ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᒑ ᐃᔅᐱᑎᑯᒡ ᔥᑐᐙᔑᔒᒥᓂᐅᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᒫᒃ ᒑ ᒌ
ᓂᒋᔥᑭᐦᒡ ᒑᒀᔨᐤ ᒑ ᒥᔮᐅᔥᑭᒧᐙᑯᐱᓈ ᐊᓄᐦᒡ, ᐙᐱᐦᒑ ᑭᔮ
ᐊᓂᑖ ᐄᔑ ᓃᔥᑖᒥᐦᒡ᙮
ᐆ ᒫᒃ ᐋ ᒋᐱᐦᐊᒫᓐ, ᓂᐐᐦ ᓂᓈᔅᑯᒫᐅᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ
ᒫᒨᐱᒡ ᑳ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓂᔮ ᑳ
ᐃᔥᐱᔑ ᐹᒋ ᐙᐐᒋᐦᐄᒡ ᓂᑖᐱᑎᓰᐎᓂᐦᒡ, ᑭᔮ ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ
ᐅᒋᒫᐅᐙᔨᐦᑖᑯᓯᒡ ᑳ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᒡ ᒥᓯᓂᐦᐄᒑᐅᑭᒥᑯᐦᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓂᔮ
ᓲᐦᒃ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᐦᒡ “ᐋ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ ᐋᐦᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ
ᒑᒀᓐ” ᐊᓂᑖ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ᙮ ᑭᒫ ᐃᔑᓈᑯᐦᒡ ᐆ
ᒋᔮᓂᐤ ᒫᒨ ᐋ ᐋᐱᑎᓯᔨᐦᒄ ᐊᑎᑑ ᒑ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ ᑭᔮ ᒑ ᐅᑎᐦᑎᐦᒡ ᔥᑐᐙᔑᔒᒥᓂᐅᒡ ᑭᔮ
ᑯᔅᒋᓃᒌᒥᓂᐅᒡ ᐙᔥᑖᐎᓂᔨᐤ ᑭᔮ ᓈᔥᒡ ᒑ ᒦᐦᒀᑎᓯᔨᒡ ᐊᓂᑖ
ᐄᔑ ᓃᔥᑖᒥᐦᒡ᙮
ᒦᑴᐦᒡ ᑭᔮ ᒥᓯᐙ ᒋᑭ ᔑᐙᔨᒥᑯᐙᐤ ᒋᔖᒥᓂᑑ!
ᐧᑳᕐᑎᓐ ᐸᓛᒃᓀᑦ
ᐅᒋᒫᐤ

Working together to build a well-educated and successful Cree Nation through inspired teaching and valued learning.
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MESSAGE FROM THE VICE-CHAIRPERSON
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Greetings to one and all,
Much has been written and discussed about the
state of Cree Education over the years. Its low success rates have consistently put the Cree School
Board on the bottom rungs of the Quebec Ranking
System of its School Boards. The Chairman and
Commissioners realized that this is unacceptable
and made the commitment to improve the school
system in the Cree territory. As Daniel MarkStewart, Commissioner for Eastmain, succinctly
said, “The status quo is no longer acceptable.” The
time had come to do something to improve the
education system in Cree territory.
Last fall, the Council of Commissioners developed and adopted the Governance Policy Manual.
This decision set a new trend of change for the
administration of the Cree School Board at all levels: its Council, Management Team and School
Leadership Team.
This year for the first time in its history, the
Cree School Board conducted a series of
Community consultation meetings. The purpose of
these meetings was to consult, communicate and
connect with the membership of each community. It
was an opportunity to talk about the state of Cree
Education and to inform the communities of the
strategies that the Cree School Board will take to
improve education in the Cree territory. While the
turnout for these meetings was low, the visits to the
communities were informative as the people who
attended offered some insightful comments and
suggestions.
This being the last year of my three-year term
as Commissioner for Mistissini, it has been an honour for me to serve as the Vice-Chairperson of the
Cree School Board. There is a dream that every
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parent has for his/her child; each parent wants
his/her child to achieve success in his/her educational endeavours. To realize this dream, we all
must work together and support the students to
the best of our abilities. I wish that every student,
teacher, parent and staff member of the Cree
School Board will realize their dreams to succeed
in their educational aspirations.
I wish you all the best in the coming year!
Kathleen J. Wootton
Vice-Chairperson
School Commissioner - Mistissini

ᑳ ᐅᐦᒋ ᑖᐦᒋᔥᑭᐧᐋᑦ ᐅᒋᒫᐤᐦ ᐅᑎᔨᒧᐧᐃᓐ
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ᐙᒋᔮᒄ ᒥᓯᐙ,
ᔖᔥ ᒥᔥᑏ ᒑᒀᓐ ᒌ ᒥᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓂᐤ ᑭᔮ ᒌ ᐋᔨᒧᑖᑭᓂᐤ ᐅᐦᒋ
ᐊᓐ ᐋ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ ᐊᓂᑖ ᐄᔑ ᐅᑖᐦᒡ᙮
ᐊᓐ ᓈᔥᒡ ᓃᐦᑖᐦᒡ ᐋ ᐃᐦᑎᑯᐦᒡ ᐋ ᐃᔥᐱᔑ ᔖᐳᔥᑭᐦᒡ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᒡ ᐊᓂᑦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ,
ᐋᐅᒄ ᐹᔨᒄ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ ᒫᐅᒡ ᓃᐦᑖᐦᒡ ᑳ ᐃᐦᑎᑯᐦᒡ ᐅᑖ
ᑯᐯᒃ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᑭᓄᐙᐱᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐᐦ᙮ ᐊᓐ ᐅᒋᒫᐤ
ᑭᔮ ᑳ ᓃᑳᓂᐱᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ ᒌ ᓂᔥᑑᓂᒧᒡ ᐋᑳ
ᒥᑎᑐᓐ ᒑ ᐃᔑᓈᑯᓂᔨᑯᐱᓈ ᐅᔮ ᑭᔮ ᒌ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᒧᒡ ᒑ
ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᐦᑖᐦᒡ ᐋ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᔨᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᔨᓐ ᐊᓂᑖ
ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᐊᔅᒌᐦᒡ᙮ ᐋᔪᐎᒄ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᐐᐦᑎᒃ ᑖᓂᔨᓪ ᒫᕐᒃ-ᔅᑐᐗᕐᑦ,
ᑳ ᓃᑳᓂᐱᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᑯᔨᐤ ᐊᓂᑖ ᐄᔅᒣᐃᓐ, “ᓂᒧᔨ
ᔖᔥ ᒋᑭ ᒌ ᐃᔑᓈᑯᓐ ᐊᓐ ᒨᔥ ᑳ ᐹᒋ ᐃᔑᓈᑯᐦᒡ᙮” ᔖᔥ
ᐅᑎᐦᒋᐱᔨᐤ ᒑ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ ᐊᓂᑖ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᐊᔅᒌᐦᒡ᙮
ᑎᒀᑯᐦᒡ, ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ ᓃᑳᓂᐱᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ ᒌ
ᐅᔑᐦᑖᐅᒡ
ᑭᔮ
ᒌ
ᐅᑎᓂᒧᒡ
ᐊᓂᔮ
ᑎᐹᔨᐦᒋᒑᐎᓐ
ᐐᔓᐙᐅᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓂᔨᐤ᙮ ᐆ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᐅᔮᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ, ᐋᑯᑦ
ᐊᔨᐦᒡ ᒑ ᐊᑎ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ ᐊᓂᑦ ᒥᓯᐙ ᐋ ᐊᑎ ᐃᔑᓈᑯᐦᒡ: ᐊᓂᑦ ᐋ
ᐊᑎ ᒫᒨᐱᓈᓂᐎᒡ, ᑳ ᐅᒋᒫᑭᐦᑎᐦᒡ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᐎᓐᐦ ᑭᔮ ᑳ
ᓃᑳᓂᔥᑭᐦᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄᐦ᙮
ᐆ ᑆᐳᐦᒡ, ᐋᑯᑦ ᐅᔥᑭᒡ ᑳ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐅᑖ
ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ ᐋ ᒧᐎᑎᐦᑎᑭᓂᐎᒡᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
ᐃᐦᑖᐎᓐᐦ ᐋ ᓂᔥᑑᓈᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒑ ᐱᔅᒋᑎᓂᐦᒡ
ᐅᑎᑖᔨᐦᑎᒧᐎᓂᐙᐤ᙮ ᐋᐅᒄ ᐙᐦᒋ ᒌ ᓂᔥᑐᔨᓈᓂᐎᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ
ᐊᓐ ᒑ ᐊᔨᒥᐦᐄᑐᓈᓂᐎᒡ, ᒑ ᑯᒀᒋᔅᒑᒧᓈᓂᐎᒡ ᑭᔮ ᒑ
ᓂᒋᔥᑳᑐᓈᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓂᑦ ᒥᓯᐙ ᐹᐦᐹᔨᒄ ᐃᐦᑖᐎᓐᐦ᙮ ᐋᑯᑦ ᑳ
ᐃᔑᓈᑯᐦᒡ ᒑ ᒌ ᐋᔨᒧᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ ᑭᔮ ᒑ ᒌ ᒋᔅᒑᔨᐦᑎᔮᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᐙᓂᒌ ᐊᓐ ᒑ
ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑᒀᓐ ᐊᓂᑦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ
ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᒑ ᒌ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓂᑖ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᐊᔅᒌᐦᒡ᙮ ᐋᑦ ᐋᑳ ᓈᔥᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ

ᒥᐦᒑᑎᓈᓂᐎᒡ ᐆ ᑳ ᓂᔥᑐᔨᓈᓂᐎᒡ, ᐊᔮᐱᒡ ᒌ ᐹᒋ
ᒋᔅᒑᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᑖᑭᓂᐤ ᒑᒀᓐ ᐊᓂᑦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᐃᐦᑖᐎᓐᐦ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓂᒌ
ᐊᐙᓂᒌ ᑳ ᐐᒋᐦᐄᐙᒡ ᐋ ᓂᔥᑐᔨᓈᓂᐎᔨᒡ᙮
ᐆ ᒫᒃ ᔖᔥ ᒫᐦᒋᒡ ᐋ ᐱᐳᐦᒡ ᒑ ᐃᑖᐱᑎᓯᔮᓐ ᐆ ᓂᔥᑐ
ᐱᐳᓐᐦ ᑳ ᐃᑖᐱᑎᓯᔮᓐ ᐋ ᓃᑳᓂᐱᔥᑎᒫᓐ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄ
ᒥᔅᑎᓯᓃᐦᒡ, ᓄᐎᒡ ᓂᓯᒋᔮᔮᔨᐦᑖᓐ ᑳ ᐃᑖᐱᑎᓯᔮᓐ ᐋ ᐅᐦᒋ
ᑖᐦᒋᔥᑰᒃ ᐅᒋᒫᐤ ᐅᑖ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ᙮ ᐃᐦᑎᑯᓂᔨᐤ
ᒥᓯᐙ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐱᑯᓵᔨᐦᑎᐦᒃ ᐅᓃᒋᐦᐄᑯᒫᐤ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓂᔮᐦ
ᐅᑐᐙᔑᔒᒻᐦ; ᒥᓯᐙ ᐅᓃᒋᐦᐄᑯᒫᐤ ᓂᑐᐙᔨᒫᐤ ᐅᑐᐙᔑᔒᒻᐦ
ᒑ ᐱᑯᐦᑖᔨᒡᐦ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᔨᒡᐦ᙮ ᐆ ᒫᒃ ᑖᑆ ᒑ
ᒌ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ, ᔮᔨᑖ ᒥᓯᐙ ᒫᒨ ᒋᑭ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑖᓈᓂᐤ ᑭᔮ ᒋᑭ
ᐐᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᒑ ᒌ ᐱᑯᐦᑖᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᒫᐅᒡ ᐋ ᐃᔥᐱᔑ ᑭᔅᒋᐦᐅᔨᐦᒄ᙮
ᓂᐱᑯᓵᔨᒫᐤ ᒥᓯᐙ ᐹᐦᐹᔨᒄ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓐ, ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓯᐤ,
ᐅᓃᒋᐦᐄᑯᒫᐤ ᑭᔮ ᐋ ᔮᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᐦᒃ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ
ᒑ ᓂᔥᑐᐦᑎᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐱᑯᓵᔨᐦᑎᐦᒡ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᐱᑯᐦᑎᒫᓱᒡ
ᐊᓂᔮ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᒡ᙮
ᑭᒫ ᒥᓯᐙ ᒌ ᒥᔪᐱᔨᔮᒄ ᐆ ᒦᓐ ᒑ ᐱᐳᐦᒡ!
ᑳᕪᓖᓐ J. ᐗᑕᓐ
ᑳ ᐅᐦᒋ ᑖᐦᒋᔥᑭᐙᑦ ᐅᒋᒫᐤᐦ
ᑳ ᓃᑳᓂᐱᔥᑎᐦᒃ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᑯᔨᐤ - ᒥᔅᑎᓯᓃ
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MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR GENERAL
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Greetings to the members of the Cree Nation!
In 2007 the Cree School Board took initiative and
engaged in a major comprehensive education review.
The primary intention of the review was to learn and
know the state of our overall education system. In the
Fall of 2008 a report was submitted to the Cree
School Board, entitled the “Communication,
Accountability & Follow-Up for School
Improvement” (CAFSI). The title of the report was
meant “to reflect the need for a major change in the
way CSB operates, if it truly intends to improve its
performance to deliver quality education to its students.” (CAFSI REPORT)
In retrospect, the CAFSI Report was a much
needed extensive document that fell into the hands
of the Cree School Board. This report was totally
necessary and essential in order to set the stage for
taking urgent action toward improvement in Cree
education and organizational change. Moving forward from the CAFSI Report in 2008 the Council of
Commissioners accepted it and its recommendations for improvement. The Council of
Commissioners also accepted responsibility for the
current results of low success rates in our education
system and mandated an “effective change” process
for improvement.
In the “effective change” process it became
important to develop a clear Strategic Direction
leading to the future. We learned that the Strategic
Direction involved the need to affirm our Mission,
to clarify our Vision, Values, Guiding Principles
and Goals, which are building blocks required for
strategic planning. Once we established a
Strategic Direction, the Cree School Board’s next
step was to develop and shape a long-term
Strategic Action Plan. We gathered and drew
information from both the organizational improve-
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ment planning and the school improvement planning aspects from the work we did on the “effective change “process. These important pieces
combined to form and shape the Strategic Action
Plan. It was interesting but not surprising that the
Strategic Action Plan and the identified major
action areas directed us to focus and revolve all
our efforts around our students, both youth and
adult, with the objective being to improve their
educational success. Furthermore, it also identified
the need for a higher level of capacity building in
order to improve school operations, including the
operations and functions of the Cree School
Board organization.
In June of 2010 we completed and presented
the Cree School Board Strategic Action Plan
(2011-2015) for approval and adoption by the
Council of Commissioners. This also set the stage
for us not only to visit our communities and report
the latest developments of the Cree School Board
but to also bring to the forefront remaining and lingering issues that still required dialogue, discussion
and direction.
We started our Community Tours on February
7, 2011 and completed our last community visit on
June 2, 2011. Our theme and purpose in visiting
our communities was summed up in three words:
communicate, consult and connect. In each community we had the opportunity to visit the Chief and
Council and the School Committees together to
communicate and have dialogue on the importance
of Cree Education and the need for their support.
The next day we had the opportunity to present
and communicate to the community members the
findings of the CAFSI Report and the “effective
change” process that led to the CSB Strategic
Action Plan 2011-2015. Also within the CSB
Strategic Action Plan was the very important piece,

¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯

CSB MISSION
To provide for life-long learning while instilling the Cree identity
in partnership with our communities to allow each student to
attain the qualifications and competencies to become a successful
contributor to the Cree Nation and society at large.

the School Improvement Plan, which was presented
enthusiastically and effectively by our Deputy Director
General. Furthermore, in our presentations the
Chairman introduced and touched on the new Council
Policy Manual, based on a Governance Policy Model,
which the Council of Commissioners adopted in
September 2010. In the last part of our presentations
we allowed much needed discussion, dialogue and
direction with our community members on the languages of instruction in our schools and the issues surrounding them.
The most satisfying experience was visiting our
schools and connecting with our principals, teachers
and most especially our students, Elementary,
Secondary and Adult. We had both the opportunity to
actually witness firsthand students in their classrooms
and the privilege to share words of encouragement
with them for success in their education journey.
I want to take this opportunity to thank all our
Cree communities and the leadership and our schools
for the warm welcome and positive spirit you shared
with us. We certainly felt a strong support for the
direction we are going in based on the CSB Strategic
Action Plan 2011-2015. Our commitment is to go forward in executing the Plan toward effective and meaningful change.

As Director General, I want to humbly say that I
could not be more convinced that the approach for education in our Cree Nation has to be taken with a strong
moral obligation and a true sense of responsibility by all
of us for the sake of our children’s academic success,
including the adult learners. Also to intentionally help
our students become competent and capable contributors in our Cree society now and in the future. Yes, the
element of the Cree identity and living with confidence
in them as Cree individuals is a must as part of their
education and learning.
Our investment of time, energy and hard work in
the lives of our students, both youth and adult, is a worthy investment in the span of time we are given opportunity to do so, and it must be based on a solid plan. It is
more than just the idea of a job when it comes to serving and working for kids and adults; it is about making a
significant and positive difference in their lives. Their
educational success and achievements should be the
most satisfying and fulfilling experience in our work and
not just the wages we earn.
I want to thank the support of the leadership of
the Council of Commissioners, the commitment and
dedication of my management team and their staff, the
leadership of the Principals and Community Education
Administrators (CEAs) and other staff members in our

schools who have the tough task of making education
happen at the local level, and to our teachers who are
the very frontline workers. I have great appreciation
and admiration for the role you have because of the
direct link and connection you have with our students.
Teach our children and adults well.
I also want to thank those who work closely in my
office: Jennifer M. Petawabano, Lina Petawabano and
Caroline Mark; it was one more solid year of hard work
which I feel is deserving of recognition.
Abraham Jolly
Director General
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ᑳ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᑦ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᐧᐃᓂᔨᐤ ᐅᑎᔨᒧᐧᐃᓐ
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ᐧ

ᐙᒋᔮᒄ ᐄᔨᔨᑎᒄ!
2007 ᑳ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ, ᐋᑯᑦ ᑳ ᒋᐦᒋᐱᔨᐦᑖᑦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ ᒥᒋᓐ ᐋ ᓂᑑᒋᔅᒑᔨᐦᑎᐦᒃ ᐋ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᔨᒡ ᐋ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᔨᒡ᙮ ᐋᐅᒄ ᑳ ᐐᐦ ᐱᑯᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐆ ᑳ ᐄᔑ
ᓂᑑᒋᔅᒑᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᐊᓐ ᒑ ᒌ ᒋᔅᒑᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᑖᓐ
ᐋ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ᙮ ᑳ
ᑎᒀᒋᐦᒡ 2008, ᐋᑯᑦ ᑳ ᐱᒋᔅᑎᓂᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᑎᐹᒋᒨᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓐ
ᐊᓂᑖ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐐᓂᐦᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᐊᓐ
“Communication, Accountability & Follow-Up for
School Improvement” (CAFSI) ᑳ ᐃᔑᓂᐦᑳᑖᒡ᙮ ᐊᓐ ᐋ
ᐃᔑᓂᐦᑳᑖᒡ ᐆ ᑎᐹᒋᒨᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓐ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᐊᓐ “ᐋ ᓅᑯᐦᒡ
ᑖᑆ ᓈᑐᐙᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᒋᐦᒋᐙ ᒑ ᐋᐦᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ
ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ, ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᑖᑆ ᐋ ᐐᐦ
ᐋᔔᒥᔮᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᒡ ᐋ ᒥᔻᔨᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ᙮”
(ᐋᐅᒄ ᒫᓯᓈᑖᒡ ᐊᓂᑦ CAFSI ᑎᐹᒋᒨᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓂᐦᒡ)
ᐊᓐ ᒫᒃ ᐋ ᑭᓄᐙᐱᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ CAFSI
ᑎᐹᒋᒨᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓐ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᑖᑆ ᒋᐦᒋᐙ ᑳ ᓂᑐᐙᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᒑ
ᐅᔑᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓂᑦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ᙮ ᒋᐦᒋᐙ ᒌ
ᓂᑐᐙᔨᐦᑖᑯᓐ ᐆ ᑎᐹᒋᒨᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓐ ᐋᒄ ᒫᒃ ᒑ ᒌ
ᒋᐦᒋᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ ᑭᔮ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᐎᓐ ᐊᓂᑦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
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ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ᙮ ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᒋᐦᒋᐱᔨᓈᓂᐎᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ
ᐊᓐ CAFSI ᑎᐹᒋᒨᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓐ, 2008 ᑳ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ ᒌ
ᓂᔅᑯᒨᒡ ᑭᔮ ᒌ ᐅᑎᓂᒧᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ ᓃᑳᓂᐱᔥᑎᐦᒡ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐐᓯᓈᑖᔨᒡ ᐋ
ᓂᑐᐙᔨᐦᑖᑯᓂᔨᒡ ᒑ ᒌ ᓂᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᔨᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᔨᒡ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ᙮ ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ ᓃᑳᓂᐱᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ ᒌ
ᓂᔅᑯᒨᒡ ᒑ ᓈᓈᑭᒋᐦᑖᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐊᓄᐦᒡ ᒫᒀᒡ ᐋ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᔨᒡ
ᐋ ᐃᔥᐱᔑ ᓃᐦᑖᐦᒡ ᐃᐦᑎᑯᓂᔨᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᔨᒡᐦ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓐᐦ ᑭᔮ ᒑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐋ
ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᔨᒡ “ᐋ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ ᐋᐦᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ
ᒑᒀᓐ” ᐊᓂᔮ ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᒑ ᒌ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᔨᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᔨᒡ᙮
ᐊᓐ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ “ᐋ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ
ᐋᐦᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑᒀᓐ” ᐋᐅᒄ ᓈᔥᒡ ᑳ ᒋᔥᑎᒫᐅᐦᒋ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ
ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓂᑖ
ᐄᔑ ᓃᔥᑖᒥᐦᒡ᙮ ᐊᓐ ᒫᒃ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑ
ᐃᔅᐱᔨᓈᓂᐎᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᓈᑐᐙᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᒑ ᔮᔨᒋᐦᑖᔨᐦᒄ ᐊᓐ ᐋ
ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᒥᐦᒄ, ᒑ ᓂᔥᑐᐦᑖᑯᐦᑖᑯᔨᐦᒄ
ᒋᓃᑳᓈᔮᐱᐦᑎᒧᐎᓂᓂᐤ, ᒋᑎᔑᐦᑣᐎᓂᓂᐤᐦ,
ᒋᒋᔅᒋᓄᐙᐱᑏᐙᐅᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓂᓂᐤᐦ ᑭᔮ ᐋ ᐐᐦ ᐄᔑ
ᐱᑯᐦᑖᔨᐦᒄ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᒫᒃ ᐆ ᒑ ᓂᑐᐙᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᐋ
ᐄᔑ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ᙮ ᒥᔔ ᒌ ᐅᔑᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓐ ᑖᓂᑖ ᒑ
ᐃᔅᐱᔨᓈᓂᐎᒡ, ᐋᑯᑦ ᒑ ᒑ ᐅᔑᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓐ ᓈᐅᔥ ᐋ
ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ᙮
ᓂᒌ ᒫᐅᐦᑐᓈᓈᓐ ᑭᔮ ᓂᒌ ᐅᐦᑎᓈᓈᓐ ᒋᔅᒑᔨᐦᑎᒧᐎᓐ ᐅᐦᒋ
ᐊᓂᑦ ᐋ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᐎᓐ
ᑭᔮ ᐋ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄ
ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᒫᐦᒡ “ᐋ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ
ᐋᐦᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑᒀᓐ” ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᐱᒦᐦᑭᒫᐦᒡ᙮ ᐆ ᒫᒃ ᑳ ᐊᑎ
ᒫᒨᓂᑭᓂᐎᒡ, ᐋᑯᑦ ᑳ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐅᔑᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓐ ᐋ
ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ᙮ ᐊᓐ ᒫᒃ ᑳ
ᐅᔑᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑ ᐄᔑ
ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᐊᓐ ᓲᐦᒃ ᒑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑑᐦᑯᒡ
ᒋᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᓂᐅᒡ, ᑖᐱᔥᑯᓐ ᐅᔅᒋᓃᒋᐅᒡ ᑭᔮ
ᐅᒌᔑᓂᐦᑖᐅᒋᐅᒡ, ᐋᒄ ᒫᒃ ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᒑ ᒌ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ
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ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᒡ᙮ ᐋᐅᒄ ᑭᔮ ᑳ ᒋᔅᒑᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ
ᓂᑐᐙᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᐊᑎᑑ ᐋ ᒥᐦᒑᑎᓈᓂᐎᒡ ᐙᔅᑳᐦᐄᑭᓐ ᐋᒄ ᒫᒃ
ᐊᑎᑑ ᒑ ᒌ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄ, ᑭᔮ
ᐊᓐ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᓈᓂᐎᒡ ᑭᔮ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ
ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ᙮
ᒧᔖᐙᐦᔮᐅᐲᓯᒽ 2010 ᑳ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ, ᓂᒌ ᒌᔥᑖᓈᓐ ᑭᔮ
ᓂᒌ ᐙᐱᐦᑏᐙᓈᓐ ᐊᓐ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ ᐋ ᐄᔑ
ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ (2011-2015)
ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓂᒌ ᒑ ᓂᔅᑯᒧᒡ ᑭᔮ ᒑ ᐅᑎᓂᐦᒡ ᑳ ᓃᑳᓂᐱᔥᑎᐦᒡ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ᙮ ᐋᑯᑦ ᒫᒃ ᑳ ᐅᐦᒋ ᒧᐎᑎᐦᑎᒫᐦᒡ
ᒋᑎᐦᑖᐎᓂᓂᐤᐦ ᑭᔮ ᑳ ᐐᐦᑎᒫᐦᒡ ᐊᓐ ᒑᒀᓐ ᐋ ᐊᑎ
ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ ᐊᓂᑦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ ᑭᔮ ᒑ ᒌ
ᒧᔥᑭᔥᑖᔮᐦᒡ ᐊᓐ ᒑᒀᓐ ᐋᔥᒄ ᐋ ᐅᔥᑖᐱᔨᐦᐄᐙᒡ ᐋᒄ ᒫᒃ
ᒑ ᒌ ᐋᔨᒧᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᑭᔮ ᒑ ᒋᔅᒑᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᑖᓂᑖ ᒑ
ᐃᔅᐱᔨᐦᐅᓈᓂᐎᒡ᙮
ᒋᔖᐲᓯᒽ 7, 2011 ᓂᒌ ᒋᐦᒋᐱᔨᐦᑖᓈᓐ ᐋ ᒧᐎᐦᑎᑎᒫᐦᒡ
ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᐃᐦᑖᐎᓐᐦ, ᑭᔮ ᐋᐅᒄ ᒫᐦᒋᒡ ᑳ ᒧᐎᐦᑎᑎᒫᐦᒡ
ᐃᐦᑖᐎᓐ ᒧᔖᐙᐦᔮᐅᐲᓯᒽ 2, 2011 ᑳ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ᙮ ᐊᓐ ᐙᐦᒋ
ᒌ ᒧᐎᑎᐦᑎᒫᐦᒡ ᒋᑎᐦᑖᐎᓂᓂᐤᐦ, ᐋᐅᑯᓐᐦ ᓂᔥᑐ
ᐃᔥᒌᔣᐎᓐᐦ ᑳ ᑭᓄᐙᐱᐦᑎᒫᐦᒡ: ᐋ ᐊᔨᒥᐦᐄᑐᓈᓂᐎᒡ, ᐋ
ᑯᒀᒋᔅᒑᒧᓈᓂᐎᒡ ᑭᔮ ᐋ ᓂᒋᔥᑳᑐᓈᓂᐎᒡ᙮ ᐊᓂᑦ ᐹᐦᐹᔨᒄ
ᐃᐦᑖᐎᓐᐦ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᑳ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᒡ ᒑ ᒌ ᐙᐱᒥᒋᐦᒡ ᐅᒋᒫᐦᑳᓐ
ᑭᔮ ᐅᒋᒫᐦᑳᓂᔑᔑᒡ ᑭᔮ ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ ᓃᑳᓂᐱᔥᑎᐦᒡ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄᐦ ᒫᒨ ᒑ ᒌ ᐊᔨᒥᐦᐄᑐᓈᓂᐎᒡ ᑭᔮ ᒑ ᒌ
ᐋᔨᒧᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᐃᔥᐱᔑ ᒋᔥᑎᒫᐅᐦᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ
ᑭᔮ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᓂᑐᐙᔨᐦᑖᑯᓂᔨᒡ ᐅᐐᒋᐦᐄᐙᐎᓂᐙᐤ᙮
ᐊᓐ ᒦᓐ ᑳᔑᑳᒡ, ᐋᑯᑦ ᑳ ᐙᐱᐦᑏᒋᐦᒡ ᑭᔮ ᑳ
ᐋᔨᒧᑎᒨᒋᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᐄᔨᔨᐅᒡ ᐊᓂᑖ ᐃᐦᑖᐎᓂᐦᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ
ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᒥᔅᑭᐙᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ CAFSI ᑎᐹᒋᒨᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓂᐦᒡ ᑭᔮ
ᐊᓐ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ “ᐋ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ ᐋᐦᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ
ᒑᒀᓐ” ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᒑᒃ ᑳ ᐅᔑᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ
ᐋ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ 2011-2015,
ᐋᐅᒄ ᐊᓐ ᓈᔥᒡ ᑳ ᒋᔥᑎᒫᐅᐦᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᒦᓐ ᓈᔥᒡ ᑳ ᑯᔨᔅᒄ
ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᐙᐱᐦᑏᐙᑦ ᐊᓐ ᑳ ᐅᐦᒋ ᑖᐦᒋᔥᑰᑦ ᐋ
ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᔮᓐ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᐎᓐ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐋ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ
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ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ
ᒨᔥ ᒑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ ᒫᒀᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
ᐃᑎᔅᑳᓈᓯᐎᓐ ᐋ ᐐᒑᐱᑎᔒᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡᐦ ᒋᑎᐦᑖᐎᓂᓂᐤᐦ ᐋᒄ ᒫᒃ ᒑ ᒌ ᑭᔅᒋᐦᐅᒡ
ᒥᓯᐙ ᐹᐦᐹᔨᒄ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᒡ ᐋ ᐐᒋᐦᐋᒡ ᐅᑏᔨᔨᒥᐙᐤᐦ ᑭᔮ ᒥᓯᐙ ᐊᐙᔨᐤᐦ᙮
ᓂᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄ᙮ ᐊᓐ ᒫᒃ ᒫᒀᒡ ᑳ
ᐙᐱᐦᑏᐙᓂᐎᒡ ᒑᒀᓐ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᑳ ᑖᐦᑭᐦᐊᐦᒃ ᐅᒋᒫᐤ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐋ
ᒫᒨᐱᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ ᐐᔓᐙᐅᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓐ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᐊᓐ
ᑳ ᒋᔅᒋᓄᐙᐱᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᑎᐹᔨᐦᒋᒑᐎᓐ ᐐᔓᐙᐎᓐ, ᐋᔪᐎᒄ
ᐊᓂᔮ ᑳ ᐅᑎᓂᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ ᓃᑳᓂᐱᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ
ᒥᔑᑳᒫᐦᔮᐅᐲᓯᒽ 2010᙮ ᐊᓐ ᒫᐦᒋᒡ ᑳ ᐊᑎ ᐙᐱᐦᑏᐙᔮᐦᒡ
ᒑᒀᓐ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᑳ ᐋᔨᒧᑎᒫᐦᒡ ᐊᓐ ᒑᒀᓐ ᓈᔥᒡ ᑳ ᓂᑐᐙᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ,
ᐋᐅᒄ ᐊᓐ ᒑ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓐ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᐦᒡᐦ
ᐊᔨᒧᐎᓐᐦ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓂᑖ ᒋᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᑯᓈᐦᒡ ᑭᔮ
ᐊᓐ ᒑᒀᓐ ᐋ ᐅᐦᒋᐱᔨᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓂᑦ᙮
ᐊᓐ ᒫᐅᒡ ᑳ ᓂᐦᐋᒋᐦᐄᐙᒡ ᒑᒀᓐ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᐊᓐ ᑳ
ᒧᐎᑎᐦᑎᒫᐦᒡ ᒋᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᑯᓂᐤᐦ ᑭᔮ ᒑ ᒌ ᐙᐱᒥᒋᐦᒡ ᐅᒋᒫᐤ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓯᐅᒡ, ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓯᐅᒡ ᑭᔮ ᒋᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᓂᐅᒡ ᐊᓂᑖ ᑳ
ᐊᐱᔒᔑᒡ ᐄᑖᐦᒑ, ᑳ ᐄᔥᐹᔨᒡ ᐄᑖᐦᒑ ᑭᔮ ᒋᔖᔨᔨᐤ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ ᐄᑖᐦᒑ᙮ ᐋᐅᒄ ᑖᐱᔥᑯᓐ ᓈᐦᐄᔨᐤ ᑳ ᐙᐱᒥᒋᐦᒡ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᒡ ᐊᓂᑖ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᐱᔑᔥᒑᔨᒡ ᑭᔮ
ᐋ ᒌ ᔒᐦᒋᒥᒋᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᒑ ᒌ ᔖᐳᔥᑭᐦᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᒡ᙮
ᓂᐐᐦ ᓂᓈᔅᑯᒫᐅᒡ ᒥᓯᐙ ᐊᐙᓂᒌ ᐊᓂᑖ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
ᐃᐦᑖᐎᓐᐦ ᑭᔮ ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ ᓃᑳᓂᔥᑭᐦᒡ ᐃᐦᑖᐎᓐᐦ ᑭᔮ
ᒋᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᑯᓂᐤᐦ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓂᔮ ᑳ ᐃᔥᐱᔑ ᓈᔥᒡ ᑯᔨᔅᒄ
ᐃᐦᑑᑐᔨᒥᐦᒡ᙮ ᓄᐎᒡ ᓂᒌ ᒧᔥᑖᓈᓐ ᒥᔥᑏ ᐋ ᐐᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ
ᐊᓐ ᐋ ᐐᐦ ᐃᐦᑑᑎᒫᐦᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ ᐋ ᐄᔑ
ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ 2011-2015᙮ ᐆ ᐋ
ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᒥᐦᒄ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᒑ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᐦᑖᔨᐦᒄ ᐆ ᑳ
ᐄᔑ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ, ᐋᒄ ᒫᒃ ᒑ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᒡ ᑭᔮ ᒑ
ᒥᔻᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᐊᓐ ᐊᔨᐦᒡ ᐋ ᐊᑎ ᐃᔑᓈᑯᐦᒡ ᒑᒀᓐ᙮

ᐆ ᓃᔨ ᐋ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᔮᓐ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᐎᓐ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ,
ᓂᐐᐦ ᐐᐦᑖᓐ ᒥᑎᑐᓐ ᐋ ᑖᑆᐦᑎᒫᓐ ᐊᓐ ᐋ ᐃᔑᓈᑯᐦᒡ ᐋ
ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ ᐊᓂᑖ ᐄᔨᔨᐅᒡ ᐋ ᐃᐦᑖᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᓈᔥᒡ
ᒋᐱᐦ ᑭᓄᐙᐱᐦᑖᑭᓂᐤ ᒋᔥᑖᔨᐦᑎᒧᐎᓐ ᑭᔮ ᐋᐅᒄ ᒥᓯᐙ ᐊᐙᓐ
ᒋᐱᐦ ᐐᐦ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᒽ ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᒑ ᒌ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᔨᒡᐦ
ᔥᑐᐙᔑᔒᒥᓂᐤᐦ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᔨᒡᐦ, ᒋᒡ ᑭᔮ ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᒡ
ᐅᒌᔑᓂᐦᑖᐅᒋᐅᒡ᙮ ᑭᔮ ᒋᐱᐦ ᐙᐐᒋᐦᐋᓂᐅᒡ ᒋᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᓂᐅᒡ
ᒑ ᒌ ᑭᔅᒋᐦᐅᒡ ᐋ ᐐᒋᐦᐋᒡ ᑯᑎᒃᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤᐦ ᐊᓄᐦᒡ ᑭᔮ ᐊᓂᑖ
ᐄᔑ ᓃᔥᑖᒥᐦᒡ᙮ ᐊᓐ ᒫᒃ ᐋ ᑭᓄᐙᐱᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
ᐃᑎᔅᑳᓈᓯᐎᓐ ᑭᔮ ᑖᑆᐅᒑᔨᒦᓱᐎᓐ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᔮᔨᑖ ᒋᐱᐦ
ᐊᔥᒋᐱᔨᐤ ᐊᓂᑦ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ᙮
ᐊᓐ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐱᒋᔅᑎᓃᓱᔨᐦᒄ ᔥᑖᐱᑎᓰᐎᓂᓈᐦᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓂᒌ
ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑑᐦᑯᒡ ᒋᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᓂᐅᒡ, ᑖᐱᔥᑯᓐ
ᐅᔅᒋᓃᒋᐅᒡ ᑭᔮ ᐅᒌᔑᓂᐦᑖᐅᒋᐅᒡ, ᒋᐦᒋᐙ ᐃᑖᔨᐦᑖᑯᓐ ᐆ ᐋ
ᐄᔑ ᐱᒋᔅᑎᓃᓱᔨᐦᒄ ᑖᓐ ᒥᒄ ᒑ ᐃᔥᐱᔑ ᐃᔑᓈᑯᐦᒡ ᐋ
ᐋᐱᑎᓯᔨᐦᒄ, ᑭᔮ ᐋᐅᒄ ᔮᔨᑖ ᒑ ᐐᐦ ᒑᔥᑎᓈᑖᔮᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᐆ ᐋ
ᐄᔑ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑ ᐃᑖᐱᑎᓰᓈᓂᐎᑯᐱᓈ᙮ ᑖᐹ ᓂᒥᔮᐤ
ᒥᒄ ᐊᓐ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐴᔮᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑ ᐃᑖᐱᑎᓰᓈᓂᐎᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ
ᐊᓐ ᑏᑯᒡ ᒋᐦᒋᐙ ᐋ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑐᐙᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᐊᐙᔑᔑᒡ
ᑭᔮ ᐅᒌᔑᓂᐦᑖᐅᒋᐅᒡ; ᐋᒄ ᒫᒃ ᒋᐦᒋᐙ ᒑ ᒌ ᐄᔑ ᐐᒋᐦᐄᑯᒡ
ᐅᐱᒫᑎᓰᐎᓂᐙᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐋᔔᒦᐦᑯᒡ᙮ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐋ ᐄᔑ
ᑭᔅᒋᐦᐅᒡ ᑭᔮ ᐋ ᔖᐳᔥᑭᐦᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᒫᐅᒡ ᒑ
ᒌᐦᑳᔮᐱᐦᑎᒥᐦᒄ ᐆ ᒋᔮᓂᐤ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᒥᐦᒄ ᑭᔮ ᒫᒃ ᐋᑳ
ᒥᒄ ᐊᓐ ᐋ ᐃᔥᐱᔑ ᐅᐦᑎᓯᔨᐦᒄ ᒑ ᑭᓄᐙᐱᐦᑎᒥᐦᒄ᙮
ᓂᐐᐦ ᓂᓈᔅᑯᒫᐅᒡ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᐐᒋᐦᑖᒡ ᑳ ᓃᑳᓂᔥᑳᒋᒑᒡ
ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ ᓃᑳᓂᐱᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ, ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᐦᒡ

ᐊᓂᒌ ᓂᑖᐱᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᒡ, ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᓃᑳᓂᔥᑳᒋᒑᒡ ᐅᒋᒫᐤ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓯᐅᒡ ᑭᔮ ᑳ ᓈᓈᑭᒋᐦᑖᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ
ᐅᑎᐦᑖᐎᓂᐙᐦᒡ (CEAs) ᑭᔮ ᐊᓂᒌ ᑯᑎᑭᒡ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᓯᐅᒡ ᐊᓂᑖ
ᒋᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᑯᓈᐦᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓂᔮ ᓲᐦᒃ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᒡ ᒑ ᒌ
ᐱᒥᐱᔨᔨᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᔨᒡ ᐊᓂᑖ ᐃᐦᑖᐎᓂᐦᒡ, ᑭᔮ ᐊᓂᒌ
ᒋᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓰᒥᓂᐅᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᐙᒋᐦᒡ ᓈᐦᐄᔨᐤ ᒑᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᒡ᙮ ᓈᔥᑖᑆ
ᒋᓯᒋᔮᐦᐄᓈᐙᐤ ᑭᔮ ᒋᒌᐦᑳᔮᐱᒥᑎᓈᐙᐤ ᐊᓐ ᐋ ᐄᔑ
ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑐᐙᐦᑯᒡ ᔥᑐᐙᔑᔒᒥᓂᐅᒡ᙮ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᐦᑯᒡ
ᔥᑐᐙᔑᔒᒥᓂᐅᒡ ᑭᔮ ᒋᒋᔖᔨᔨᒥᓂᐅᒡ᙮
ᓂᐐᐦ ᓂᓈᔅᑯᒫᐅᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᐹᔓᒡ ᑳ ᐐᒑᐱᑎᓰᒥᒀᐤ
ᓂᒥᓯᓂᐦᐄᒑᐅᑭᒥᑯᐦᒡ: ᒉᓂᕕᕐ M. ᐯᑖᐙᐸᓅ, ᓖᓈ ᐯᑖᐙᐸᓅ
ᑭᔮ ᑳᕐᓛᐃᓐ ᒫᕐᒃ; ᐋᐅᒄ ᐆ ᒦᓐ ᐹᔨᒄ ᐱᐳᓐᐦ ᓲᐦᒃ ᑳ
ᐋᐱᑎᓯᔮᐦᒡ ᑭᔮ ᓂᑎᑖᔨᐦᑖᓐ ᑖᑆ ᒑ ᒌᐦᑳᔮᐱᒥᒀᐤ᙮
ᐁᐃᐱᕋᐦᐋᒻ ᒞᓖ
ᑳ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᑦ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᐎᓂᔨᐤ

Working together to build a well-educated and successful Cree Nation through inspired teaching and valued learning.
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MESSAGE FROM THE DEPUTY DIRECTOR GENERAL
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The 2010-2011 School Year marked the first year
of the implementation of the Cree School Board 5Year Strategic Plan, a plan designed to be the catalyst for the “main thing” in the Cree School Board:
school improvement and organizational change and
renewal. I'm also happy to say that this year I transitioned from an interim leadership capacity to take
up my full role as Deputy Director General for
Youth Pedagogy.
The Strategic Action Plan seemed to come
alive this year and began to do what it was created
to do: drive us all toward the process of transforming our low-performing schools into effective,
results-oriented successful schools.
The “effective and meaningful” change called
for by the Director General has taken firm root in
our Board. The Strategic Action Plan has brought
change that is highly positive, intensely forwardlooking, and based on effective schools research
and proven strategies for school improvement.
The Strategic Action Plan led to the development
of the key strategies for school success. The major
strategies are: literacy skills development, the use of
measurable goals, the development of goal-based
school improvement plans, professional development
aligned to school and Board goals, and monitoring
and supervision of all school improvement efforts.
10

These major strategies are based on the fact
that the ultimate success of a school board can
only be measured by academic results. If students
succeed on valid grade-level assessments of their
core learning, if they stay in school and if they graduate at a high rate then we can honestly claim that
our Board is successful. Until that happens we
can’t make that claim. There are other school factors that matter too but the indisputable bottom line
is academic achievement – it’s the business that
our schools are in and it is what parents expect
their schools to do.
The stated strategies for school success in
turn have resulted in the creation of the major priorities of the Board’s Regional School Improvement
Plan. That plan was presented during the Board's
tour visits to the communities this year. The plan
outline, although still in the early stages of development, was received with solid support and expressions of community confidence.
The major priorities of the youth action plan
have already instigated a number of important and
powerful action-based strategies for pedagogical
improvement. The most important step has been to
align the Board's pedagogical work directly with the
goals of the Strategic Action Plan. Through this work
we started to take the steps that are necessary to
ensure that within five years, at least 70% of students will be reading at grade level and at least 60%
of students will be at grade level in Mathematics.
Examples of the major work and planning carried out this year include the following:
1. Local School improvement Plans (LSIPs)
All schools were required to create a Local School
Improvement Plan (LSIP) aimed at garnering
improvements in reading and mathematics, MELS
examination pass rates, attendance, and school
safety. These plans describe how the school staff
will organize their efforts in the coming year to make
progress toward their measurable goals and how
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the school will monitor and keep on track toward
the attainment of these goals.
2. Increased accountability and improved Board
supervision of the schools’ improvement plans
The Local School Improvement Plans will be made
public in each community during the first term of the
2011-2012 school year. This way each school can
and will be held accountable for progress and
improvement. In conjunction with this initiative our
regional supervisory departments began to develop
their own aligned departmental plans in order to
support the schools as they work to keep on track
and make attainment of their goals a priority and a
certainty.
3. A new standardized Guaranteed and Viable
Curriculum (GVC) that clearly spells out what
each student must learn and be able to do and
understand at every grade level
The new CSB curriculum breaks down Quebec’s
academic competency statements into clearly
defined grade-level expectations based on the
Board’s new standards for learning.
Through the new GVC curriculum every student,
no matter what grade, language sector, teacher or
school, will be guaranteed the opportunity to learn
what it is he/she needs to learn and to be evaluated
on what is written in the curriculum. Once this standards-based content is clearly stated and provided to
teachers the quality of teaching and learning in our
classrooms should improve dramatically.
Writing the new curriculum was a much slower
process than we had originally anticipated for a
number of valid reasons. Nonetheless, good
progress was made especially on the Grades 1
and 2 curriculums. In the 2011-2012 school year
the primary language teachers will start to work
with the new standards-based curriculum documents for Cree, French, and English.
4. “Re-orient” the job of the School Principal to
mean “supervisor of classroom instruction”

¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯

The main thing is to keep the main thing the main thing!
STEVEN COVEY

Instructional supervision by principals is one of the
highest priorities for the position. Beginning in the
2011-2012 school year supervision of the implementation of the new primary grades CSB curriculum will
become a major part of the School Principals’ work.
Through this supervision principals will be required to
take a hands-on approach to knowing what is being
taught in the classroom, how it is being taught, and
how the students are faring in learning the material.
Regional staff will be much more directly involved in
supervising the principals’ work in this area.
5. Expert school leadership guidance and assistance for School Principals
This year we carried out planning aimed at providing
principals with expert school leadership coaches for
2011-2012. The coaches will help train principals to
become skilled at using effective strategies for improving instructional quality, observing instruction, and executing the local improvement plans. This additional
support will complement the supervisory work of the
department of School Operations.
6. Make reading the highest priority for everyone
This year the Board engaged expert literacy instructors
to provide ongoing training for elementary teachers in
all language sectors. The literacy skills development
was carried out to make sure teachers, the ones
responsible for teaching our students to read, have
high level skills needed to teach reading themselves.
Our literacy teams made sure that teachers in every
school received this expert training on a regular basis.
Early evaluative monitoring of this training shows that
teachers value the training and that the new skills are
constructively changing instruction in the classroom.

7. High-quality aligned professional training for all
staff
School improvement requires that principals, teachers
and regional supervisory and support staff learn new
skills and knowledge. It’s important to note that the
lack of school improvement capacity was one of the
glaring deficiencies identified by the CAFSI Report.
This deficiency led to a number of CAFSI recommendations that urged the Board to take immediate steps
to build that capacity in our staff.
Thus one of our major pedagogical management
priorities this year was to provide ongoing training to
assist our school leadership teams on how to use data
to understand school needs, to set goals based on the
data and to design action steps to achieve those goals.
Bringing this kind of expert help into the schools
required large investments of the Board’s time, energy,
and funding; however, the extraordinarily low academic
results of our schools urgently called for extraordinary
effort and extraordinary resourcing. This kind of capacity building takes time, but we are convinced of the
need for investment in such training if we are to build
the kind of schools parents dream of for their children.
8. A special intervention to support Secondary IV
and Secondary V students
Acting on a mandate from the Director General, the
pedagogical department undertook a special plan to
meet the immediate academic needs of high schools
students who were on the verge of graduating but
who would still benefit from intensive assistance in
order to be successful on the year-end MELS examinations. This strategy was called the Secondary
Intervention Plan.

Through the plan we engaged 25 qualified special
tutors from outside our board to begin intensive tutoring of Secondary students beginning right after
Goosebreak. These special tutors were members of
the committed Elephant Thoughts team, which has
become another of our Board’s partners for school
success. Feedback from schools has been extremely
appreciative and supportive of the Board’s efforts in
this area and especially so about the quality of the
tutoring team from Elephant Thoughts.
Special Appreciation
I want to take this opportunity to congratulate, thank,
and celebrate our Regional Education Staff and special Pedagogical Teams. All of my own work this year,
and all of the Board’s progress toward our major
school success priorities this year have been supported by the tireless energy and commitment of the
Department of School Operations, the French, Cree,
and English teachers on our GVC curriculum and literacy teams and the staff from Cree Programs and
Instructional Services. The effort and work produced
by these conscientious staff members has been, and
will continue to be, of immeasurable value to effectiveness of our schools and the eventual success of our
students. I am sincerely thankful for everything these
staff members have accomplished and look forward to
working with them again in the coming year.

W. Joe MacNeil
Deputy Director General
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ᑳ ᐅᐦᒋ ᑖᐦᒋᔥᑭᐧᐋᑦ ᑳ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᔨᒡᐦ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᐧᐃᓂᔨᐤ ᐅᑎᔨᒧᐧᐃᓐ
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ᐆ 2010-2011 ᐹᔨᒄ ᐱᐳᓐᐦ ᑳ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ,
ᐋᐅᒄ ᐅᔥᑭᒡ ᑳ ᒋᐦᒋᐱᔨᒡ ᐊᓐ 5 ᐱᐳᓐᐦ ᐋ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ ᑳ ᐄᔑ
ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᐊᓐ ᑳ
ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑ ᒋᐦᒋᐱᔨᒡ ᐊᓐ “ᓃᔥᑖᒥᐦᒡ ᐋ ᐃᐦᑎᑯᐦᒡ
ᒑᒀᓐ” ᐊᓂᑖ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ: ᒑ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡᐦ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄᐦ ᑭᔮ ᒑ ᐋᐦᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᑭᔮ ᒑ ᐅᔅᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ
ᐄᔑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐤ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᐎᓐ᙮ ᓂᒥᔻᔨᐦᑖᓐ ᒑ ᒌ
ᐐᐦᑎᒫᓐ ᐆ ᑆᐳᐦᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᑳ ᐋᐦᒋᓈᑯᐦᒡ ᓂᑖᐱᑎᓰᐎᓐ ᐅᐦᒋ
ᐊᓐ ᒥᒄ ᑳ ᒦᔥᑯᒋᔥᑰᒃ ᑳ ᐅᐦᒋ ᑖᐦᒋᔥᑭᐙᑦ ᑳ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᔨᒡᐦ
ᐋᐱᑎᓰᐎᓂᔨᐤ ᒦᔥᑯᓐ ᐊᓐ ᒋᐦᒋᐙ ᐋ ᐃᑖᐱᑎᓯᔮᓐ ᑳ ᐅᐦᒋ
ᑖᐦᒋᔥᑰᒃ ᑳ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᑦ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᐎᓐ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐋ ᐄᔑ
ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑐᐙᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐅᔅᒋᓃᒋᐅᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᐎᒡ᙮
ᐊᓐ ᐋ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑ ᐃᐦᑎᓈᓂᐎᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᑳ
ᐅᐦᐱᑳᐳᐎᒡ ᐆ ᑆᐳᐦᒡ ᑭᔮ ᒌ ᒋᐦᒋᐱᔨᐤ ᐊᓐ ᑳ
ᐃᑖᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᑯᐱᓈ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᔨᒡ: ᒥᓯᐙ ᒑ
ᐃᔅᐱᔨᐦᐄᑯᔨᐦᒄ ᒑ ᒌ ᐋᐦᒋᐦᑖᔨᐦᒄ ᐋᑳ ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᐋ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡᐦ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄᐦ ᑏᑯᒡ ᓈᔥᒡ ᒑ ᒥᔪᐱᔨᒡᐦ ᑭᔮ ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ
ᒋᐦᒋᐱᔨᒡᐦ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄᐦ᙮
ᐊᓐ “ᐋ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᒡ ᑭᔮ ᐋ ᒌᐦᑳᔮᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ” ᐋ
ᐋᐦᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑᒀᓐ ᐊᓂᔮ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᓂᑐᐙᔨᐦᑎᐦᒃ ᑳ
ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᑦ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᐎᓂᔨᐤ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᔖᔥ ᐋ ᔮᔨᒋᐦᑖᒡ ᐅᑎᐦ
ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ᙮ ᐊᓐ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ
ᐊᓐ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᓂᑑᒋᔅᒑᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑ ᒋᔅᒋᓄᐙᐱᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓂᑖ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᑯᐦᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᓈᔥᒡ ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᐋ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ᙮
ᐊᓐ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᑳ ᐅᔑᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ
ᐊᓐ ᐱᔥᒡ ᒑᒀᓐ ᐋ ᒌᐦᑳᔮᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᒑ ᒌ
ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄ᙮ ᐊᓐ ᐋ ᒌᐦᑳᔮᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᒑᒀᓐ, ᐋᐅᒄ
ᐊᓐ: ᐋ ᑭᔅᒋᐦᐅᓈᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᐊᔨᒥᐦᒋᑳᓂᐎᒡ, ᒑ ᐋᐱᑎᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᑦ
ᒑ ᒌ ᐅᐦᒋ ᒋᔅᒑᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᑖᓐ ᐋ ᐃᔥᐱᔑ ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ
ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ, ᒑ ᐅᔑᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐹᐦᐹᔨᒄ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᑯᐦᒡ
ᐊᓂᔮ ᐐᐙᐤ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᐱᑯᐦᑖᒡ, ᐊᑎᑑ ᒑ ᒌ ᑭᔅᒋᐦᐅᒡ ᑳ
ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄᐦ ᑭᔮ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓂᔮ
ᐐᐙᐤ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᒡ, ᑭᔮ ᒥᓯᐙ ᐋ ᓈᓈᑭᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄᐦ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᐋ ᐊᑎ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡᐦ᙮
ᐅᐦᐄ ᐋ ᒌᐦᑳᔮᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡᐦ ᒑᒀᓂᐦᐄ ᒑ ᐃᐦᑎᓈᓂᐎᑯᐱᓈ,
ᐋᑯᑦ ᒑ ᒌ ᐱᑯᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐆ ᒑᒀᓐ ᐊᓂᑦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ ᒥᒄ ᐊᓐ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ
ᑭᓄᐙᐱᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᑖᑆ ᒫᔪᐱᔨᒀ᙮ ᐹᑎᔥ ᒥᒄ ᑖᑆ
ᔖᐳᔥᑭᐦᒀᐅᐙ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᒑ ᐃᔥᐱᔑ
ᑭᔅᒋᐦᐅᐙᑯᐱᓈ ᐊᓂᑦ ᐋ ᐊᑎ ᐃᐦᑖᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᐎᒡ,
ᑭᔮ ᐋᑳ ᐴᓃᑣᐅᐙ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᒡ ᑭᔮ ᐅᓵ ᒌᔥᑖᑣᐅᐙ ᐋ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᒡ, ᐋᑯᑦ ᒥᒄ ᐄᔮᒄ ᒑ ᒌ ᐊᔨᔨᐦᒄ ᑖᑆ ᐆ ᐋ ᒌ ᐄᔑ
ᐱᑯᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ᙮ ᐹᑎᔥ ᒫᒃ ᒥᒄ ᐆ
ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒑ, ᓂᒧᔨ ᐋᔥᒄ ᐆ ᒋᑭ ᒌ ᐊᔨᓈᓂᐤ᙮ ᑯᑎᒡ ᑭᔮ ᐃᐦᑎᑯᓐ
ᒑᒀᓐ ᐋ ᑖᐦᑭᐦᐄᒑᐱᔨᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᑯᐦᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᒑ
ᒌ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᒡ – ᐋᐅᒄ ᒫᒃ ᐆ ᒑ
ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒋᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᑯᓈᐦᒡ ᑭᔮ ᐋᔪᐎᒄ ᐋ ᐄᔑ
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ᐹᔓᐙᔨᐦᑎᐦᒡ ᐅᓃᒋᐦᐄᑯᒫᐅᒡ ᒑ ᐃᐦᑎᓈᓂᐎᔨᒡ ᐊᓂᑖ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᑯᐦᒡ᙮
ᐊᓐ ᒫᓯᓈᑖᒡ ᒑ ᐃᐦᑎᓈᓂᐎᑯᐱᓈ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᒑ
ᒌ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡᐦ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄᐦ, ᐋᑯᑦ ᑳ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐅᔑᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡᐦ
ᐊᓂᐦᐄ ᒑᒀᓂᐦᐄ ᒑ ᓃᑳᓂᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡᐦ ᐊᓂᑦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᓂᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ᙮
ᐆ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᑳ ᐙᐱᐦᑏᐙᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓂᑖ
ᑳ ᓈᓈᑎᐦᐄᑭᓂᐎᒡᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᐃᐦᑖᐎᓐᐦ ᐆ ᑆᐳᐦᒡ᙮ ᐊᓐ ᑳ
ᐐᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ, ᐋᑦ ᐋᔥᒄ ᒫᒀᒡ
ᐊᑎ ᐅᔑᐦᑖᑭᓂᐤ, ᑮᑆ ᒋᐦᒋᐙ ᑳ ᐐᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓂᑖ
ᐃᐦᑖᐎᓂᐦᒡ ᑭᔮ ᐋᐅᒄ ᑳ ᑖᑆᐅᔒᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ᙮
ᐊᓐ ᑳ ᓃᑳᓈᔮᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᒑᒀᓐ ᒑ ᓃᑳᓂᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ
ᐊᓐ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑐᐙᑭᓂᐎᒡ
ᐅᔅᒋᓃᒋᐅᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᔖᔥ ᑳ ᐅᐦᒋ ᒋᐦᒋᐱᔨᒡ ᐱᔥᒡ ᒑᒀᓐ ᓈᔥᒡ
ᐋ ᒋᔥᑎᒫᐅᐦᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ
ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ᙮ ᐊᓐ ᒑᒀᓐ ᒫᐅᒡ ᒑᔥᑎᒫᐅᐦᒡ,
ᐋᐅᒄ ᐊᓐ ᒑ ᒦᓄᐱᑎᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᓈᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓂᑦ
ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ ᐋᒄ ᒫᒃ ᒑ ᒌ ᐱᑯᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓐ ᐋ
ᐄᔑ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ᙮ ᐋᑦ ᔖᔥ ᐋ ᒌ ᐅᑎᐦᐊᒫᔨᐦᒄ ᐆ ᒑ ᒌ
ᐃᐦᑑᑎᒥᐦᒄ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᓂᑐᐙᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᓂᔮᔪ ᐱᐳᓐᐦ, ᒥᑯᒋᒃ 70%
ᐊᓂᒌ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᒡ ᒋᑭ ᑭᔅᒋᐦᐆᒡ ᐋ ᐊᔨᒥᐦᒋᑳᒡ ᐊᓂᑦ ᐊᓂᔮ
ᐋ ᐃᐦᑖᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᒡ ᑭᔮ ᒥᑯᒋᒃ 60% ᐊᓂᒌ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᒡ ᒋᑭ ᑭᔅᒋᐦᐆᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐋ ᑎᐱᒋᔥᒀᓂᐎᔨᒡ ᐊᓂᑦ
ᐊᓂᔮ ᐋ ᐃᐦᑖᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᒡ᙮
ᒫᐤ ᐱᑯᓂᒑ ᑳ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᑭᔮ ᑳ ᐄᔑ
ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐆ ᑆᐳᐦᒡ:
1. ᐋ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᓂᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡᐦ ᐹᐦᐹᔨᒄ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄᐦ (LSIPs)
ᒥᓯᐙ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄᐦ ᒌ ᓂᑐᐙᔨᐦᑖᑯᓐ ᒑ ᐅᔑᐦᑖᓂᐎᒡᐦ ᐋ
ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᓂᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐹᐦᐹᔨᒄ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄ
(LSIP) ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᒑ ᒌ ᐱᑯᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᒑ ᒌ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᒡ ᐊᓂᑦ ᐋ ᐊᔨᒥᐦᒋᑳᒡ ᑭᔮ ᐋ
ᑎᐱᒋᔥᒀᒡ, ᒑ ᔖᐳᔥᑭᐦᒡ ᐋ ᑯᒀᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐎᒡ MELS
ᑯᒀᒋᐦᐄᐙᐅᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓐᐦ, ᐋᑳ ᐱᑎᐦᐊᐦᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᒡ, ᑭᔮ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄ ᐃᔮᒀᒥᓰᐎᓐ᙮ ᐋᑯᑦ ᐙᓯᓈᑖᒡ ᑖᓐ ᒑ ᐄᔑ
ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᑯᐦᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐅᔮ ᒦᓐ
ᒑ ᐱᐳᓂᔨᒡ ᑭᔮ ᒥᑎᑐᓐ ᒑ ᒌ ᐅᑎᐦᑎᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓐ ᐋ ᐐᐦ
ᐄᔑ ᐱᑯᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᑭᔮ ᒑ ᒌ ᓂᑑᒋᔅᒑᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᑖᓐ ᐋ
ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄ ᑭᔮ ᒑ ᒌ ᒫᒦᓄᐱᑎᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᒑ
ᒌ ᐄᔑ ᐱᑯᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᓂᑐᐙᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ᙮
2. ᐊᑎᑑ ᒑ ᓃᑳᓂᔥᑭᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᑭᔮ ᒑ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ
ᐅᐙᔮᐱᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓐ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑ ᐄᔑ
ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡᐦ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄᐦ
ᐊᓐ ᐋ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᓂᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐹᐦᐹᔨᒄ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄᐦ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᒑ ᒋᔅᒑᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓂᑦ ᐃᐦᑖᐎᓂᐦᒡ
ᒥᔔ ᒋᐦᒋᐱᔨᒑ ᐊᓐ 2011-2012 ᐋ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ᙮ ᐆ ᒫᒃ ᐋ ᐃᐦᑎᓈᓂᐎᒡ, ᐋᔪᐎᒄ ᒑ ᒌ
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ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑣᓱᒡ ᐹᐦᐹᔨᒄ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐐᐙᐤ ᒑ ᐄᔑ
ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᔨᒡ ᑭᔮ ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᒑ ᒌ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᔨᒡ ᐅᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᑯᐙᐤ᙮
ᐊᓂᑖ ᒫᒃ ᑳ ᐅᐦᒋ ᓈᓈᑭᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ, ᐋᔪᐎᒄ
ᑭᔮ ᐐᐙᐤ ᑳ ᒋᐦᒋᐱᔨᐦᑖᒡ ᐋ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐊᑎᑑ ᒑ
ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᔨᒡ ᐋ ᐐᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᔨᒡᐦ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐅᔮ ᒫᒀᒡ
ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᐦᑣᓱᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᒑ ᒌ ᐱᑯᐦᑖᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ
ᓃᑳᓂᔥᑖᒡ ᑭᔮ ᑖᑆ ᒑ ᒌ ᐃᔑᓈᑯᓂᔨᒡ᙮
3. ᐋ ᐅᔥᑳᒡ ᒑ ᐃᔑᓈᑯᐦᒡ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ
ᑖᑆᐅᒑᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ (GVC) ᑯᔨᔅᒄ ᐋ ᐐᓯᓈᑖᒡ ᒑᒀᔨᐤ ᒑ ᐄᔑ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᒡ ᐹᐦᐹᔨᒄ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓐ ᑭᔮ ᒑ ᒌ ᐄᔑ ᑭᔅᒋᐦᐅᑦ ᑭᔮ
ᓂᔥᑐᐦᑎᐦᒃ ᐊᓂᑦ ᐋ ᐊᑎ ᐃᐦᑖᑦ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᑦ
ᐊᓐ ᑳ ᐅᔥᑳᒡ ᐋ ᒥᓯᓈᑖᒡ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᐊᓐ ᑳ ᐅᑎᓂᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ
ᒋᔅᒋᓄᐙᐱᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ ᐅᑎᐦ ᑯᐯᒃ ᑭᔮ ᐋᐅᒄ
ᑳ ᐃᔑᓈᑯᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᑖᓐ ᓈᐦᐋᐤ ᒑ ᐃᔥᐱᔑ ᑭᔅᒋᐦᐅᑯᐱᓈ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓐ ᐊᓂᑦ ᐋ ᐊᑎ ᐃᐦᑖᑦ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᑦ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐅᔮ
ᑳ ᐅᔥᑳᔨᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᒋᓄᐙᐱᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᔨᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᔨᒡ ᐅᑎᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ᙮
ᐊᓐ ᑳ ᐅᔥᑳᒡ ᒑ ᐃᔑᓈᑯᐦᒡ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ
ᑖᑆᐅᒑᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ GVC, ᐋᔪᐎᒄ ᒑ ᔮᔨᒋᐦᑖᔨᒡ ᒥᓯᐙ ᐹᐦᐹᔨᒄ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓐ, ᑖᓂᑦ ᒥᒄ ᐋ ᐊᑎ ᐃᐦᑖᑦ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᑦ,
ᐋᔪᐎᒄ ᒑ ᒑᔥᑎᓈᑖᔮᔨᐦᑖᑯᓂᔨᒡ ᒑ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᑦ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐋ ᐄᔑ
ᓂᑐᐙᔨᐦᑖᑯᓯᑦ ᑭᔮ ᒑ ᓂᑑᒋᔅᒑᔨᒫᑭᓂᐎᑦ ᑖᓐ ᐋ ᐃᔥᐱᔑ
ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᐋ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᑦ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐐᓯᓈᑖᔨᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ
ᐋ ᒋᔅᒋᓄᐙᐱᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᔨᒡ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᔨᒡ᙮ ᒥᔔ
ᒥᔮᑭᓂᐎᑣᐅᐙ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓯᐅᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᑯᔨᔅᒄ ᐋ ᒥᓯᓈᑖᔨᒡ ᑖᓐ
ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᒡ, ᐋᑯᑦ ᓄᐎᒡ ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᒑ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ ᐊᓐ ᐋ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᐱᔑᔥᒑᒡ ᒋᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᑯᓈᐦᒡ᙮
ᐊᑎᑑ ᓈᐅᔥ ᐱᒦᐦᑭᑭᓂᐤ ᐊᓐ ᐋ ᐅᔑᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᑳ
ᐅᔥᑳᒡ ᒑ ᒋᔅᒋᓄᐙᐱᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ ᐃᔥᐱᔑ
ᐐ ᐊᓐ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᐹᔓᐙᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᒑᒀᓐ ᑖᑆ ᐋ
ᒌ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ᙮ ᒥᒄ ᒫᒃ ᐊᔮᐱᒡ ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᒌ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᐤ ᐊᓐ ᐋ
ᒥᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᑖᓐ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ 1 ᑭᔮ 2 ᑳ ᐃᐦᑖᒡ
ᑳ ᐊᐱᔒᔑᒡ ᐊᐙᔑᔑᒡ᙮ ᐆ ᒑ ᐱᐳᐦᒡ 2011-2012 ᒑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ
ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᒑ ᐋᐱᒋᐦᑖᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᒡ
ᐄᔨᔨᐅᔨᒧᐎᓂᐦᒡ, ᐅᐱᔥᑎᒀᔮᐅᔨᒧᐎᓂᐦᒡ, ᑭᔮ
ᐙᒥᔥᑎᑯᔒᐅᔨᒧᐎᓂᐦᒡ᙮
4. “ᐊᔨᐦᒡ ᒑ ᐃᔥᒌᔣᒥᑭᓂᔨᒡ” ᐅᒋᒫᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓯᐤ
ᐅᑖᐱᑎᓰᐎᓐ ᒦᔥᑯᒡ “ᑳ ᐅᐙᔮᐱᐦᑎᐦᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᔨᒡ”
ᒑ ᐃᔥᒌᔣᒥᑭᓂᔨᒡ
ᐋ ᓈᑭᑐᐙᐱᐦᑎᐦᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᔨᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᐅᒋᒫᐤ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓯᐅᒡ, ᐋᔪᐎᒄ ᒫᐅᒡ ᒑᔥᑎᒫᐅᓂᔨᒡ ᒑᒀᔨᐤ ᒑ ᐃᐦᑎᒡ
ᐊᓂᑦ ᐅᑖᐱᑎᓰᐎᓂᐙᐦᒡ᙮ ᒑ ᒋᐦᒋᐱᔨᒡ 2011-2012 ᐹᔨᒄ
ᐱᐳᓐᐦ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ, ᐋᔪᐎᒄ ᐅᓵ ᒑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᐦᒡ
ᐅᒋᒫᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓯᐅᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᒑ ᓈᑭᑐᐙᐱᐦᑎᐦᒡ ᒑ
ᒋᐦᒋᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓂᑖ ᑳ ᐊᐱᔒᔑᒡ ᐄᑖᐦᒑ ᑳ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᑳ ᐅᔥᑳᒡ
ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᒋᓄᐙᐱᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ᙮ ᐅᔮ ᒫᒃ ᐋ
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ᐊᓐ ᓃᔥᑖᒥᐦᒡ ᒑ ᐃᐦᑎᑎᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒑᒀᓐ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᐊᓐ ᓃᔥᑖᒥᐦᒡ
ᒑ ᐃᐦᑎᑎᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓐ ᓃᔥᑖᒥᐦᒡ ᐋ ᐃᐦᑎᑯᐦᒡ ᒑᒀᓐ!
ᔅᑏᕕᓐ ᒀᐅᕖ
ᐄᔑ ᓈᑭᑐᐙᐱᐦᑎᐦᒡ ᐅᒋᒫᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓯᐅᒡ, ᐋᔪᐎᒄ ᓈᐦᐄᔨᐤ ᒑ
ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᐦᒃ ᒑ ᐐᐦ ᒋᔅᒑᔨᐦᑎᐦᒡ ᒑᒀᔨᐤ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᔨᒡ
ᐊᓂᑦ ᐋ ᐱᔑᔥᒑᔨᒡ, ᑖᓐ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᔨᒡ, ᑭᔮ ᑖᓐ ᐋ
ᐄᔑ ᓂᔥᑐᐦᑎᐦᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᒑᒀᔨᐤ ᒑᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᐎᒡ᙮
ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᒡ ᐊᓂᑦ ᒥᓯᐦᑖ ᑳ ᓈᓈᑭᒋᐦᑖᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ,
ᐋᔪᐎᒄ ᒑ ᓈᑭᑐᐙᐱᒫᒡ ᐊᓂᔮᐦ ᐅᒋᒫᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓯᐤᐦ ᐅᔮ ᐋ ᐄᔑ
ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᒥᔨᒡᐦ᙮
5. ᐋ ᒥᔻᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᒋᓄᐦᐅᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ ᒑ ᒌ ᓃᑳᓂᔥᑳᒋᒑᒡ ᑭᔮ ᒑ ᒌ
ᐐᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐅᒋᒫᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓯᐅᒡ
ᐆ ᑆᐳᐦᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᑳ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᐦᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᒑ ᒌ
ᒋᔅᒋᓄᐦᐅᒧᐙᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᐅᒋᒫᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓯᐅᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓂᔮᐦ ᑳ
ᑭᔅᒋᐦᐅᔨᒡᐦ ᐋ ᓃᑳᓂᔥᑭᒥᔨᒡᐦ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᐤᒃᐦ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐅᔮ 20112012᙮ ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ ᒋᔅᒋᓄᐦᐅᒫᒑᒡ, ᒋᑭ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᐅᒡ ᐅᒋᒫᐤ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓯᐤᐦ ᒑ ᒌ ᑭᔅᒋᐦᐅᔨᒡᐦ ᐊᓂᔮ ᒑ ᒌ ᐋᐱᒋᐦᑖᔨᒡᐦ ᑳ ᐄᔑ
ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᔨᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᒑ ᒌ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᔨᒡ,
ᐋ ᓈᑭᑐᐙᐱᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᑯᐃᑦᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ ᑭᔮ ᒑ ᒌ
ᐃᐦᑑᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓐ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓂᑦ ᒥᓯᐙ ᐹᐦᐹᔨᒄ
ᐃᐦᑖᐎᓐᐦ᙮ ᐅᔮ ᐋ ᐃᐦᑎᑯᓂᔨᒡ ᐐᒋᐦᐄᐙᐎᓂᔨᐤ, ᐋᔪᐎᒄ ᒑ
ᐐᒋᐦᐄᑯᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᐊᓂᑦ ᑳ ᓈᓈᑭᒋᐦᑖᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐤ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᐎᓂᔨᐤ
ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᓈᑭᑐᐙᐱᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᔨᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᔨᒡ
ᐅᔮ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᔨᒡ᙮
6. ᒫᐅᒡ ᐋ ᓃᔥᑖᒥᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᐊᔨᒥᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒥᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓐᐦ
ᐆ ᑆᐳᐦᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᑳ ᐅᑖᔅᑯᓈᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ ᑭᔅᒋᐦᐅᒡ ᐋ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᒡ ᐋ ᐊᔨᒥᐦᒋᑳᓂᐎᔨᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᒨᔥ ᒑ ᒌ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓯᐅᒡ ᐊᓂᑖ ᑳ ᐊᐱᔒᔑᔨᒡᐦ ᐄᑖᐦᒑ ᑳ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓂᑦ ᒥᓯᐙ ᐊᔨᒧᐎᓐᐦ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ᙮
ᒌ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐤ ᐊᓐ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᑭᔅᒋᐦᐅᓈᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᐊᔨᒥᐦᒋᑳᓂᐎᒡ,
ᐋᒄ ᒫᒃ ᒑ ᒑᔥᑎᓈᑖᔮᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓯᐅᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᒡ
ᐋ ᐊᔨᒥᐦᒋᑳᓂᐎᔨᒡ ᑖᑆ ᒑ ᐃᔑᓈᑯᓂᔨᒡ ᐐᐙᐤ ᑭᔮ ᒑ ᐃᔥᐱᔑ
ᑭᔅᒋᐦᐅᒡ ᐋ ᐊᔨᒥᐦᑖᒡ ᒥᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓂᔨᐤ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓂᔮ ᒫᒀᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᒡ᙮ ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ ᒫᒨᐱᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᐋ ᐊᔨᒥᐦᒋᑳᓂᐎᔨᒡ, ᐋᔪᐎᒄ
ᔮᔨᑖ ᒨᔥ ᑳ ᐃᔑᓈᑯᓂᔨᒡ ᒑ ᒌ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᐎᔨᒡᐦ ᒥᓯᐙ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓯᐤᐦ᙮ ᐊᓐ ᒫᒃ ᑳ ᓂᑑᒋᔅᒑᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐆ ᐋ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ
ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓯᐅᒡ, ᐋᔪᐎᒄ ᑳ ᓅᑯᓂᔨᒡ ᐋ
ᒋᔥᑎᒫᐅᐙᔨᐦᑎᐦᒡ ᐅᔮ ᐋ ᐅᔥᑳᔨᒡ ᑭᔅᒋᐦᐅᐎᓂᔨᐤ ᑭᔮ ᐊᔨᐦᒡ ᒑ ᒌ
ᐃᔑᓈᑯᐦᑖᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᒡ᙮
7. ᒋᐦᒋᐙ ᐋ ᒥᔻᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᒡ ᒥᓯᐙ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᓯᐅᒡ
ᐊᓐ ᒑ ᒌ ᓂᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᓈᑐᐙᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ
ᒑ ᒌ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᐅᒋᒫᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓯᐅᒡ, ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓯᐅᒡ ᑭᔮ ᑳ
ᓈᓈᑭᒋᐦᑖᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ ᑭᔮ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐤ ᐋᐱᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᐋ

ᐅᔥᑳᔨᒡ ᑭᔅᒋᐦᐅᐎᓂᔨᐤ ᑭᔮ ᒋᔅᒑᔨᐦᑎᒧᐎᓂᔨᐤ᙮ ᒋᔥᑎᒫᐎᓐ ᒑ
ᒋᔅᒑᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓐ ᐋ ᓅᐦᑖᓰᒥᑭᐦᒡ ᒑᒀᓐ ᑳ ᒥᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓂᐎᒡ
ᐊᓂᑦ CAFSI ᑎᐹᒋᒨᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓂᐦᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᐊᓐ ᐋᑳ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐃᔑᓈᑯᐦᒡ
ᐃᔑᓈᑯᐦᒡ ᒑ ᒌ ᓂᐦᐄᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᒄ᙮ ᐆ ᒫᒃ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᓅᐦᑖᓰᒥᑭᐦᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᑳ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐹᒋ
ᐐᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒥᔥᑏ ᒑᒀᓐ ᐊᓂᑦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ
ᐊᓂᔮ ᒑ ᒌ ᐃᐦᑎᓈᓂᐎᔨᒡ ᐋᒄ ᒫᒃ ᑭᔅᒋᐦᐅᔨᒡᐦ ᓂᑖᐱᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᓈᓐᐦ᙮
ᐊᓐ ᐹᔨᒄ ᒑᒀᓐ ᑳ ᒋᔥᑎᒫᐅᐦᒡ ᐅᑎᐦ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᒫᐦᒡ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᐊᓐ ᒨᔥ ᒑ ᒌ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ
ᑳ ᓃᑳᓂᔥᑭᐦᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ ᐊᓂᔮ ᒑ ᒌ ᐋᐱᒋᐦᑖᒡ ᒑᒀᔨᐤ ᐋ
ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᒑᔨᐦᑖᑯᓂᔨᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᓂᑐᐙᔨᐦᑖᑯᓂᔨᒡ ᐊᓂᑦ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᑯᐦᒡ, ᒑ ᒌ ᐐᔥᑖᒡ ᒑᒀᔨᐤ ᒑ ᐐᐦ ᐄᔑ ᐱᑯᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᔨᒡ
ᑭᔮ ᒑ ᐐᔥᑖᒡ ᑖᓐ ᒑ ᐃᐦᑎᓈᓂᐎᔨᒡ ᐅᔮ ᒑ ᒌ ᐄᔑ
ᐱᑯᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᔨᒡ᙮
ᐆ ᐋ ᐹᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐐᒋᐦᐄᑯᓰᐎᓐ ᐊᓂᑖ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᑯᐦᒡ,
ᐋᐅᒄ ᓈᑐᐙᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᒥᔥᑏ ᒑ ᐱᔅᑎᓃᓱᒡ ᒑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᑭᔮ
ᔔᔮᓐᐦ ᐊᓂᑖ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ; ᒥᒄ ᒫᒃ ᐊᓐ ᓈᔥᒡ ᓃᐦᑖᐦᒡ
ᐋ ᐃᔑᓈᑯᐦᒡ ᒫᒀᒡ ᐋ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓂᑖ
ᒋᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᑯᓈᐦᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᓈᑐᐙᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᓈᔥᒡ ᒥᔥᑏ
ᓈᑐᐙᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᒑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᑭᔮ ᓈᔥᒡ ᒥᔥᑏ ᒑᒀᓐ
ᓈᑐᐙᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᒑᒀᓐ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ᙮ ᓈᐅᔥ ᒋᑭ
ᐱᒦᐦᑳᑭᓂᐤ ᐆ ᐋ ᐃᐦᑎᓈᓂᐎᒡ, ᒥᒄ ᒫᒃ ᓂᑖᑆᐦᑖᓈᓐ ᐆ ᐋ ᐄᔑ
ᓂᑐᐙᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᒑ ᐃᐦᑎᓈᓂᐎᑯᐱᓈ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᓈᓂᐎᒡ ᒑ ᒌ
ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᒑ ᒌ ᐅᑎᐦᑎᑭᓂᐎᔨᒡᐦ
ᐅᓃᒋᐦᐄᑯᒫᐅᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐱᑯᓵᔨᐦᑎᒧᐙᒡ ᐅᑐᐙᔑᔒᒥᐙᐤᐦ᙮
8. ᐋ ᒌᐦᑳᔮᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐐᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ 4 ᑭᔮ 5 ᑳ
ᐃᐦᑖᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᒡ ᑳ ᐄᔥᐹᔨᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᑯᐦᒡ
ᐊᓂᔮ ᒫᒃ ᑳ ᐃᑎᔓᐙᑦ ᒑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᔨᒡ ᐊᓐ ᑳ
ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᑦ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᐎᓐ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ, ᐋᔪᐎᒄ ᑳ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᒡ
ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᒑ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᔨᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᑏᐙᐦᒡ ᐋ
ᐄᔑ ᓂᑐᐙᔨᐦᑖᑯᓂᔨᒡ ᐊᓂᑖ ᑳ ᐄᔥᐹᔨᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᔮᐦ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓐᐦ ᒑᑳᑦ ᐋ ᒌᔥᑖᔨᒡᐦ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᔨᒡ ᒥᒄ ᒫᒃ ᐊᔮᐱᒡ
ᐋ ᐃᔑᓈᑯᓂᔨᒡ ᒥᔥᑏ ᒑ ᒌ ᐐᒋᐦᐋᑭᓂᐎᔨᒡ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᓱᔨᒡᐦ
ᐋᒄ ᒫᒃ ᒑ ᒌ ᔖᐳᔥᑭᒥᔨᒡᐦ ᐊᓂᔮ ᒫᐦᒋᒡ ᑯᒀᒋᐦᐄᐙᐅᓯᓂᐦᐄᑭᓐᐦ
MELS ᑳ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐹᒋ ᐱᒋᔅᑎᓂᒥᔨᒡᐦ᙮ ᐆ ᐋ ᐦᑎᓈᓂᐎᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᑳ
ᐄᔥᐹᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓐ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᐐᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᑳ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᑳ
ᐃᔑᓂᐦᑳᑎᑭᓂᐎᒡ᙮
ᐆ ᒫᒃ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᐐᐱᔨᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ, ᐋᐅᒄ ᑳ ᐅᑖᔅᑯᓂᒋᐦᒡ 25
ᐋ ᑭᔅᒋᐦᐅᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓯᐅᒡ ᐄᐙᒡ ᑳ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓂᑖ
ᐐᐐᑎᒫ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᒑ ᒋᐦᒋᐱᔨᐦᑖᒡ ᐱᑐᑖ ᐋ

ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᒡ ᐊᓂᔮᐦ ᑳ ᐄᔥᐹᔨᒡ ᑳ ᐃᐦᑖᔨᒡᐦ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓐᐦ ᒥᔔ ᑳ
ᒌᔑᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ ᓰᑯᓂᐦᑖᓂᐎᒡ᙮ ᐅᒌ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓯᐅᒡ ᐄᐙᒡ ᑳ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᒡ,
ᐋᐅᑯᓂᒡ ᐊᓂᑦ ᑳ ᐐᒋᐦᐄᐙᒡ Elephant Thoughts ᑳ
ᐃᔑᓂᐦᑳᑖᒡ, ᐙᔥ ᐋᐅᒄ ᐆ ᐋ ᐐᒑᐱᑎᔒᔥᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓐ ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᒑ ᒌ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ ᐋ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ᙮ ᓈᔥᑖᑆ ᒥᔥᑏ ᓂᓈᔅᑯᒨᒡ ᑭᔮ ᐐᒋᐦᑖᐅᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ
ᐋᐱᑎᓰᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᑯᐦᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐆ ᐋ ᐄᔑ ᑯᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ ᑭᔮ ᒫᒃ ᓈᔥᑖᑆ ᑭᔅᒋᐦᐆᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓯᐅᒡ
ᐄᐙᒡ ᑳ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓂᑖ Elephant Thoughts ᑳ ᐅᐦᒋ
ᐋᐱᑎᓰᒡ᙮
ᐋ ᒌᐦᑳᔮᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᓂᓈᔅᑯᒧᐎᓐ
ᓂᐐᐦ ᐐᐦᑖᓐ ᐋ ᓯᒋᔮᔥᑎᒨᒀᐤ, ᐋ ᓂᓈᔅᑯᒧᒀᐤ ᑭᔮ ᐋ
ᒌᐦᑳᔮᐱᒥᒀᐤ ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᔨᐤ ᑭᔮ
ᐊᓂᒌ ᑳ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᐋ ᐅᔑᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᑖᓐ ᒑ ᐄᔑ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᔨᒡ᙮ ᐊᓐ ᒥᓯᐙ ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᒫᓐ ᐆ ᑆᐳᐦᒡ,
ᑭᔮ ᐊᓐ ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᑳ ᐊᑎ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᒡ ᐊᓐ ᑳ ᒌᐦᑳᔨᐦᑖᑯᐦᒡ ᑳ ᐐᐦ
ᐄᔑ ᐱᑯᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ ᐅᑎᐦ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ, ᐋᑯᑦ ᒑᔓᐙᑦ ᑳ
ᐅᐦᒋ ᒥᔪᐱᔨᒡ ᐅᐦᒋ ᐊᓂᔮ ᓲᐦᒃ ᑳ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᐊᓂᒌ
ᐋᐱᑎᓰᓯᐅᒡ ᐊᓂᑖ ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐎᓂᐦᒡ, ᒥᓯᐙ ᐊᔨᒧᐎᓐᐦ ᑳ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᒡ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓯᐅᒡ ᐊᓂᔮ ᑳ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᐦᒡ GVC ᒑ ᐄᔑ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᔨᒡ ᑭᔮ ᑳ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᐋ ᐊᔨᒥᐦᒋᑳᓂᐎᔨᒡ ᐊᓂᑖ
ᐄᔨᔨᐤ ᐊᔨᒧᐎᓂᐦᒡ ᐋ ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᓂᐎᒡ ᑳ ᐋᐱᑎᔒᔥᑎᐦᒡ ᑭᔮ
ᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᒑᐤ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᐎᓐ ᐋ ᐅᐦᒋ ᓈᓈᑭᒋᐦᑖᑭᓂᐎᒡ᙮ ᐊᓂᔮ ᑳ
ᐃᔥᐱᔑ ᓲᐦᒃ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᒡ ᐅᒌ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᓯᐅᒡ, ᐋᔪᐎᒄ ᓈᔥᒡ ᒥᔥᑏ ᑳ
ᐐᒋᐦᐄᐙᐱᔨᔨᒡ ᑭᔮ ᓈᔥᒡ ᒥᔥᑏ ᒑ ᐐᒋᐦᐄᐙᐱᔨᔨᒡ ᐊᓂᑖ
ᒋᒋᔅᑯᑎᒫᑑᑭᒥᑯᓈᐦᒡ ᑭᔮ ᒑᒃ ᓃᑳᓂᐦᒡ ᒑ ᐃᔅᐱᔨᔨᒡᐦ
ᒋᒋᔅᑯᑎᒧᐙᑭᓂᓂᐤᐦ᙮ ᒋᐦᒋᐙ ᓂᓂᓈᔅᑯᒫᐅᒡ ᒥᓯᐙ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᓯᐅᒡ ᐅᔮ
ᑳ ᐄᔑ ᐱᑯᐦᑖᒡ ᑭᔮ ᓂᐱᑯᓵᔨᐦᑖᓐ ᒦᓐ ᒑ ᐐᒑᐱᑎᓰᒥᒀᐤ ᐅᔮ ᒦᓐ
ᒑ ᐱᐳᓂᔨᒡ᙮
W. ᒞᐤ ᒪᒃᓃᔨᓪ
ᑳ ᐅᐦᒋ ᑖᐦᒋᔥᑭᐙᑦ ᑳ ᐱᒥᐱᔨᐦᑖᔨᒡ ᐋᐱᑎᓰᐎᓂᔨᐤ
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Meaningful, engaging, and challenging work, best
describes 2010-2011 for all schools and departments,
as we have begun to implement the Strategic Action
Plan (SAP) of the Cree School Board and align all we
do with its school improvement goals. There has been
an increased level of professional development and
training involved, where we have continued learning
about the “Success in Sight” process, Professional
Learrning Communities (PLCs), instructional supervision, and effective literacy practices. All of these are to
better meet the needs of our students so they can
become more successful learners and reach their
highest potential. All the while, our School Principals
are finding the balance between being pedagogical
leaders and being administrators for their schools. This
is a challenge in itself as much has changed in the
expectations of the role and responsibilities of principals in the last year. All professional development
offerings ensured school leaders and staff had the
opportunities to gain the expertise they need in the
time of effective change.
Training in Success in Sight, an on-going school
improvement program, continued this past year with
School Principals and their Leadership Teams. These
teams include up to eight members of the the school
staff and members of the communities who work
together to determine which initiatives would best support the effort to increase student success. In developing these fractals they determine the activities and
ascertain the time to implement them, how to monitor
each and share results with the school staff so everyone can work together toward the same goal: building
shared leadership. While the principal has the same
responsibilities and management role, decisions about
what happens in the school to increase student success are made collaboratively within this team and
through this process.
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Leadership Teams and principals all received training in large group settings with McREL on three modules to date. Three final modules will be introduced in
the 2011-2012 school year to the teams in this same
manner (in September, December and April), completing training in the Success in Sight process. In addition to these sessions, McREL consultants visited the
schools once a month for a day and a half so as to
offer support to the Leadership Teams, to offer more
targeted training to teams and staff and to apply the
“Success in Sight” process in order to continue to
build on, adjust, and monitor their fractals. The school
principals also received one-on-one time with the consultants; this allowed them to receive professional
development and coaching in areas such as instructional supervision and setting up appropriate structures and systems in the school.
To further engage the Leadership Teams and principals in practices for school improvement, all participated in a Solution Tree PLC session for three days in
November. This introduced everyone to how PLCs
work, what they could do to start working in this way,
and the benefits of this type of focus of using data to
drive instruction for students. Many participants shared
how they left this session with key messages in mind,
inspiration, and an eagerness to work in this way. As a
result, the principals all read a book entitled
Transforming School Culture by Anthony Muhammad
for a principals’ meeting in January in an effort to learn
more about how to engage all staff in the school and
to improve the culture. This type of professional development will continue, as it allowed us to work as a
PLC; sharing the same terminology, research, and
building shared leadership at a regional level.
Principals have continued to learn more about
effective instructional supervision through Charlotte
Danielson’s approach in “Enhancing Professional
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We must become the change we want to see in the world.
MAHATMA GHANDI

Practice in Teachers”, whereby each of them is
expected to spend time working with teachers to
deepen their own understanding of being a pedaogical
leader. In addition to this work with William Corrigan,
who started it with us in 2009, McREL has introduced
them to classroom “walk throughs”, allowing them to
spend more time in classrooms through these focused
short sessions. The intention is that principals will be
more able to support and guide teachers in their
instructional practices.
Literacy continued to be a priority for all schools
as it is recognized as the foundational skill our students need in order to make greater gains and
become actively engaged in their own learning.
Leadership Teams chose fractals that targeted areas
of literacy, especially in increasing vocabulary across
all levels. In Local School Improvement Plans (LSIPs),
principals and staff developed goals for increasing student achievement in reading and writing for 20112012. Much of this work was supported and facilitated
by the McREL consultants as Leadership Teams and
teachers in many schools identified their desired
future, their current reality, and attempted to bridge the
gap in determining what was needed to get to where
they wanted to be with students and as a school.
These plans are a work in progress with professional
development sessions planned for 2011-2012 that will
allow principals to further define them and make them
practical for implementation.
“Success for All” as a literacy initiative in Voyageur
Memorial School continued in its second year of implementation with an increased number of students read-

ing at the appropriate grade level and higher. Teachers
received professional development and coaching
onsite for three days at several different points this year
from the foundation’s coaches and trainers. In addition,
six (6) teachers and the School Principal, Judith Michel,
attended the Experienced Sites Conference in Los
Angeles in February. This gave them the opportunity to
strengthen their skills and deepen their knowledge of
the program as well as bring back more information
and knowledge to share with their fellow teachers at
the school. Georgina Forward continued to be instrumental in the facilitation of the program, which ensured
students were tested quarterly, and in supporting the
teachers in the classroom.
A teacher who also assisted much in establishing
the program when she joined the school two years
ago is Linda Thistle; Linda has returned to
Newfoundland to be closer to family and enjoy retirement. Her dedication and collaboration in leading the
program, assessing students, teaching Roots students, and running the Team Alphie tutoring program
are much appreciated and we wish her well.
School Operations welcomed two new valued
members to its team this year, Renée Labbé and
Christiane Laplante. In October 2010, Renée joined
us as our Education Consultant and has since focused
her efforts on evaluation, professional development,
assisting with teacher recruitment and the ongoing
school improvement efforts. Christiane became our
board’s Coordinator of School Data Management in
June; her primary responsibility will be to work with
schools using our school data management software,

COBA, and maintain accurate student files. She will
work closely with all technicians using this software in
schools as well as train them onsite and improve management in this area. With school improvement work
focused on data to drive decisions, the intention is for
the Coordinator and her team to be able to provide
the necessary data and reports to schools, our office,
and at the board level to be used for these purposes.
On behalf all schools and our office, we would like
to thank Gerard Poulin for his years of service as the
pedagogical consultant who supported schools in
using COBA. Gerard has worked with the board for
nearly thirty (30) years in various roles and for the last
fifteen years within the school data management role.
We wish him well in his retirement with time to enjoy
the simple pleasures in life.
It has been expressed by many that the Cree
School Board needs to better meet the needs of our
students and to do so, we must be more effective in
our approaches, change how we do things and
improve the nature of our activities. As a result of our
investment and engagement in the school improvement work underway, we are all learning to be leaders
of effective change.
Kimberly Quinn
Interim Director of School Operations

Working together to build a well-educated and successful Cree Nation through inspired teaching and valued learning.
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“We must become a fully functional community of learners if we want
to have sustainable success in the Cree School Board.”
Jim Laird, Director of Education Services

BADABIN EEYOU SCHOOL
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Badabin Eeyou School’s Mission is to provide the students the Eeyou way of life: A safe learning
environment with high quality teaching that is innovative, holistic and authentic to provide each
student with the opportunity to reach their full potential and to become a responsible community
member.
The 2010-2011 school year was a year of transition
for Badabin Eeyou School. The staff members and
teachers were exposed to changes of first and second
order in different facets of the school. From the implementation of the Guaranteed Viable Curriculum (GVC)
at the Elementary Cycle One to the school wide data
driven process, transforming the school culture and
the appointment of a new School Principal. I wish to
commend Badabin Eeyou School staff members and
teachers for their dedication to education and their
open-mindedness to accept and adapt to the changes
for the unique goal of improving students’ success.
Throughout 2010-2011, teachers organized activities for major occasions such as the Haunted House &
Scavenger Hunt for Halloween, The Christmas
Concert, Valentine’s Day Cards & Dance, The Winter
Carnival and Sports Day. These are some examples of
Badabin Eeyou School teachers’ involvement to create
an atmosphere of camaraderie and celebration as a
mean for students’ motivation and success.
On the academic side, Badabin Eeyou students
stood out in Regional Events. Jennifer O’Keefe
coached and lead Jo Marie Einish, Dora Sheshamush
and Sarah Audlarock to be 1st participant overall, 3rd
place in English and 1st place in Cree respectively at
the Regional Public Speaking Contest. Also, Badabin
Eeyou School finished first overall at the regional Cree
Day thanks to our Cree Culture teachers Stella Masty
and Solomon Masty. Our students were able to
demonstrate their knowledge of the Cree Language

and Cree Culture deeply rooted in Whapmagoostui. To
prepare the Secondary 4 & 5 students as the June
Final exams were approaching, a locally developed
tutoring program was offered by Dennis and Deborah
Yabsley. A high turn-out was recorded during evening
hours and weekends that tackled Math problems and
Quebec History facts. The tutoring program was made
possible with the support of Whapmagoostui First
Nation to whom we owe our gratitude. To support the
effort of increasing the graduation rate, three teachers
from Elephant Thoughts provided extra support during
a five-week period.
After a full year of collaboration with McRel, the
Badabin Eeyou School Improvement Team (BESIT)

developed the skill of shared leadership. Implementing
school-wide fractals to focus on improving math and
vocabulary was quite a challenge, but as the year
advanced the team developed a synergy and became
more confident in coordinating PLCs (Professional
Learning Communities). To support Badabin’s Local
School Improvement Plan (LSIP), teachers formed
focus groups to research strategies that would target
identified issues; Reading & writing, mathematics, attendance and safe schools. These research-based strategies and approaches will be constantly monitored and
revised until we fulfill the school’s mission.
The 2011-2012 school year looks very promising since the great majority of the staff will be back.
We will face new changes and new challenges, but the
fog will fade as our determination to improve will light
the path to success.
Joey Charland
Interim School Principal
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The mission of James Bay Eeyou School is to acknowledge, promote and maintain traditional
Cree culture and values while providing students with the competencies, knowledge and skills
needed to be a vital part of today’s modern Cree community. By maintaining and combining
traditional pursuits with modern academics, the students will have the ability to live and move
comfortably between both worlds and to to enjoy the best of both worlds.

James Bay Eeyou School had another year filled with
changes and challenges. With twenty-two new teachers joining our staff of eighty-six and two new VicePrincipals, the turnovers were major. With the creation
of the Leadership team, help was welcomed to set
things for the year ahead.
During the school year, we put extra emphasis on
remediation support for our students through an
agreement with Elephant Thoughts. Our Secondary 4
and 5 students benefited from this support service on
a weekly basis before it became a daily service in May.
The Elephant Thoughts team was joined by many
teachers who worked collaboratively to provide support to the students.
Our Elementary students saw the instauration of
awards ceremonies. On a monthly basis, students
were awarded for their perfect attendance as well as
improvements in class and attitudes in school. Under
the leadership of the cycle teams, events ran smoothly
every month starting in December.
As the teachers attended several trainings sessions in literacy, our students became more engaged
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in learning situations and used the language of instruction orally with more efficacy. This led to a very successful Multi-Cultural Day, where students selected a
country using the language of instruction, prepared
food and artifacts from that country then set them up
in their classrooms for parents to come and visit the
world. The event showed a high level of participation
from the parents and community members.
The school also hosted the Regional Annie
Whiskeychan Day. The event was very successful and
we would like to thank the schools that were able to
send representatives to celebrate Cree Language and
Culture.
In another regional event, one of our students got
first place at the Regional Public Speaking Contest
held in Oujé-Bougoumou.
Through the department of Information and
Technology, the school was equipped with thirty new
computers for our Secondary lab. On behalf of the
students, thank you I.T.!
The Leadership team had been busy as well. With
some turnover amongst the members, the remaining
team members became more aware and knowledgeable on the issues at hand. They learned to use data
to make decision and planning, and they prepared
themselves for the year ahead and the initiatives that
will help JBES embrace the Local School
Improvement Plan and the CSB Strategic Action Plan.
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Change is a long process and can be difficult at times.
James Bay Eeyou School is surely facing some tough
changes ahead, all for the benefit of its students. The
new Elementary school building is getting ready to
welcome students during the 2011-2012 school year.
There will be a new administration team as well, making the transition challenging, however the staff has
been known to step up to challenges in these
moments.
The current administration would like to thank the
teachers and educators who devoted their time in
making a difference in the lives of our students during
the school year. Changes can be good, and for many,
it was excellent. Thank you!
Françoise Baril
School Principal

WAAPIHTIIWEWAN SCHOOL
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Waapihtiwewan School will be a place which will help to establish the means by which the
Ouje-Bougoumou young people will be empowered to contribute to and further the Cree goal of
self determination.
This past school year has been one filled with many ups
and downs. We ended the year on an extremely sad
note, with the passing of one of our former students,
substitute teacher and friend, Michael Wapachee. An
extremely nice young man with a great future ahead of
him, his tragic and sudden death has been felt within
our school and throughout our community.
Our Leadership Team worked extremely hard and
learned a great deal this past school year; we started
off the year with the implementation of our first fractal
on behaviour. We felt that student behaviour needed to
be our first target as having an orderly school would
benefit instructional time. We focused on behaviours
that we wanted to see in the school and taught them to
our students over the first five weeks. The fractal started
great but seemed to slow down as the year went on.
Our second fractal focused on attendance, an
area that needed improvement in our school. If students are not there it becomes difficult to teach them.
Our teachers were vigilant in taking attendance and
the school administration worked tirelessly every morning and afternoon making calls to students’ homes to
inquire as to where they were if absent. We felt that
this worked really well during the first 5 weeks of the
fractal as attendance improved and there was better
communication with parents as a result of this effort.
We had a difficult time maintaining the momentum
of our fractals as the school year went on. However,
this gave our leadership team great learning opportunities that could be helpful in the development of future
plans for addressing student behaviour and attendance problems in our school. We feel that the les-

sons we learned over the school year are the start of
great things to come.
There were many highlights to our school year,
including how we hosted the Cree School Board
Public Speaking Contest. Participants from all over the
region came to our community and put forth an amazing display of confidence as they passionately spoke
on their topics. Congratulations to the students who
participated as they made it a night to remember.
The Elementary students also put on a wonderful
Christmas assembly this year. The songs and plays that
were performed were fantastic! A big thank you goes
out to Rachel Bush, who put forth a great deal of time
and effort into the organization of these two events.
Youth Fusion was present in our school from
January to the end of the school year. They worked
with students after school doing all sorts of activities.
The music that echoed down the halls from their music
program was amazing. The amount of progress that
our students made musically was truly wonderful to
hear. Our year-end Olympic games had a good turnout
and the athletic performances were fantastic. Thank
you Liz and Dustin for all your work, our students had
a great time with you and they look forward to doing
this again next year.
Our local Science Fair had a good turnout this
year and the students who represented our school at
the Regional Science Fair made us proud. Thank you
to the organizers of this event.
The Secondary II class had an exciting school
year. They were in the Learning Circle with a feature on
building bridges and making perfume. The Secondary II

class and Grade 4 class made hot air balloons and
tried launching them at the end of the year. One launch
was successful but the rest of the balloons experienced difficulty due to the warmer weather.
The Secondary II students also completed an egg
project where they were required to take care of an
egg as if it were a baby in order to prepare them for
the following year in Secondary III, where they will participate in the “Real Baby” care program using robotic
babies to simulate parenthood.
The Secondary III class participated in a work
term placement for the POP program. The students
had real life work experiences at the bank, the police
station and Eenou Company. They thoroughly enjoyed
their experiences and were provided insight into possible career choices.
A big thanks you to David Lebourveau and Kyla
Nadeau for their hard work and dedication to making
the School Year Book. It has been an excellent culmination to our year.
I would like to properly thank all the teachers in
our school who work hard, day in and day out, to
enrich the lives of our students. Your hard work and
dedication is very much appreciated. It is especially
nice to note that collaboration among teachers is taking seed in our school; we all have great things to
teach and learn from each other. Next year promises to
be even better!
Rob Imrie
Interim School Principal
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For generation upon generation, the Cree Nation has sought a balanced view of elements such as
a nature, society and methods of transportation and communication. This balanced view of the
Cree Nation has been profoundly influenced by natural habitat. This traditional philosophy of
education, based upon traditional knowledge, is still valid today as it promotes and encourages a
comprehensive worldview and holistic approach to various domains and areas of learning.
Throughout its history, the Cree Nation has been knowledgeable in the arts, science, and
technology related to harvesting and gathering, construction, transportation, energy conversion,
weather forecasting, preventive and curative health care. These skills and attitudes developed by
our Cree ancestors can provide inspiration and serve a vital function in today’s increasingly
complex society and in the changes yet to come. We have the creativity, tolerance, endurance,
perseverance and flexibility to adapt in an ever-changing environment. These traditional skills
and attitudes must be nurtured, strengthened and protected within the Cree educational system.

This year has been a year of growth and challenges for
Maquatua Eeyou School and our teachers have embarked
on this challenge with flexibility and enthusiasm.
We started off the year by greeting some new
staff; Vincent Berardinucci and Melissa Sparling were
selected to teach Grade 4. Vincent joined us from
Montreal and Melissa came from North Bay.
Konrad Jurgens, fresh out of McGill, joined us with
his wife Katherine Dehm, to teach Grade 6 and
Secondary I respectively.
Peter Westgarth-Taylor and his better half Amy
Bourbonnais joined us from North Bay and Toronto to
take on the Secondary II and Visual Arts Positions.
We were a good match and the school really benefited from their youthful perspective, fresh ideas and
willingness to adopt the Maquatua Eeyou philosophy
and their love for our children.
Marsha Benkhe Brown, back from her maternity
leave, and Shauna Simpson started off the year getting us all into the spirit with their Spirit Weeks.
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The students and teachers alike enjoyed the Crazy
Hair Days, Hockey Jersey Days, Rock Star Day and
Sunglasses Day.
Both Stacy Clark and Marsha Benkhe Brown collaborated with parents in making Snuggle Up and
Read a venue to get the Grade 3 students reading
throughout the year. The results were obvious when
Donna Harding, our Resource teacher, tested their
abilities and found almost all of them reading at grade
level or higher.
We invited Ainsley Rose from Solution Tree to
give a two-day workshop on “Common Assessments”.
Our teachers took this opportunity to refresh their
rubrics and look at the possibility of making common
assessments possible.
Maggie Connell worked with our Elementary
teachers in the active use of manipulatives in their
Mathematics classes. This strategy made Math more
meaningful and concrete and demystified it a little for
our Elementary students.
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Angela Puma and Sherry Weistche worked with
our teachers on Literacy Training. Our teachers also
benefited from a short in-house training session on
keeping reading records.
The Christmas Concert and Christmas Tea
delighted young and old alike. The music, songs and
dances warmed people’s hearts. The tea and delicious
food made us all forget the frigid winter days. It was
awesome to see the Wemindji community at large with
their children and grandchildren sharing the Christmas
mirth and spirit.
Barbara Reid showed us the magic of plasticine
and her books were enjoyed by all. We have a couple
of teachers that may try this writing adventure thanks
to her ingenuity, creativity and demonstrations.
Our yearly Terry Fox and Skip A Thon raised funds
for Cancer research and our foster children, which
also kept our children as fit as a fiddle at the same
time. Our organizers Christianne Boucher, Stacy Clark
and the community at large need to be congratulated

MAQUATUA EEYOU SCHOOL
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for having dedicated their energy and enthusiasm to
make such a worthy feat a success.
We were the proud hosts of the Regional Science
Fair this year. The Committee headed by Hardy Audate
was able to house our guests, feed them and make a
lasting impression on the youth and chaperones. Brent
Mercer, Brandi Taylor, Natalie Mark, Betsy
Asquabaneskum, Mourad Cherif, Peter WestgarthTaylor and Sylvia Sampson were some of the members
that made this Regional Science Fair a reality.
The Community of Wemindji demonstrated once
again their generosity by opening their homes to the
participants.
February was a romantic month marked by a
Valentine Dance that raised funds for the Secondary V
Graduation. Carmen Faries and her Secondary V students came through with their usual strong organizational skills and raised some much needed funds. The
Secondary students enjoyed their time immensely.
Our Reading Month, headed by our newcomers
Melissa Sparling and Vincent Berardinucci, was a huge
hit. Our wall caterpillar grew so much with the books
read that it encompassed the whole school. The
Character Dress Up Day, Door Decorating Contest, and
other activities made reading not only pedagogically
correct but funtastic as well!
Our Public Speaking Contest brought out our first
graders reading away to the text they had written. We
were so proud to see Chayse Danyluk and Spencer
Georgekish starting their early “political careers”.
Desiree Ottereyes, Amanda Katapatuk and Brandon
Gull represented us in the finals. Our two girls went
on to get the second place in Oujé-Bougoumou. Their
speeches were thought-provoking and gave us a
deeper look at the adolescents’ psyches. The
Committee represented by Hilary Williams, Carmen
Faries, Vincent Beradinucci and Theresa Georgekish
worked hard to have the event go off without a hitch.

Our Leadership Team composed of Candy Hyatt,
Theresa Georgekish, Dinah Asquabaneskum, Carmen
Faries, Mary Ann Gilpin, Hardy Audate and Rose Marie
Farago continued to learn. We had our ups and downs
with our first two fractals. The Time Efficacy Fractal
helped us become more time-conscious. The
Attendance one was and is still is a challenging one.
Maquatua Eeyou School can brag about our two
Provincial Hockey Champions. Our Elementary and
High School students brought us back gold. They
competed against stronger teams that didn’t have the
challenge of travelling over one thousand kilometres to
their matches. Joe Shanush, Stanley Shashaweskum,
Dusty McBrine, Thomas Hester as well as a group of
parent supporters cheered the teams into winning.
We can also show off and tell you about Michael
Mark, Ryanna Visitor, Cherish Mistacheesick and Jolene
Shecapio bringing the gold back for the Spelling Bee,
Daabihaachiwan and Teepee –Building competition in
the Regional Annie Whiskeychan Day that took place in
Chisasibi.
Our Student Council initiated an Anti-Smoking
campaign. Our Grade 5 students, under the direction
of Marion Gillis, made it their civic duty to clean the
community and demonstrated their love for the environment.
Amy Bourbonnais hosted the Arts Gala and Peter
Westgarth-Taylor deejayed away showing us our
Secondary Students’ sometimes well-hidden artistic
talents.
What we really need to emphasize is the patience,
flexibility and willingness to work together and to learn
from our mistakes.
We are extremely lucky to have such a devoted and
responsible staff. Our dedicated and hard-working VicePrincipal Hardy Audate and acting Principal Donna
Harding are two of the people that help the school run
smoothly when the Leadership Team leaves for training.

Others worth mentioning are: Donna Danyluk our
secretary, Coba technician and receptionist who is forever patient and always smiling as she tries to solve
everyday problems. Geraldine Georgekish, our Student
Affairs Technician who is now handling the Guidance
Counsellor’s responsibilities, taking on several roles
and doing so quite graciously.
The support of Tony Gull our School
Commissioner is also to be commended. He represents Maquatua Eeyou School and the community of
Wemindji in a proud and honorable manner.
The school is on the road to improvement. The
road is rocky at times but in general we can see there
is a light at the end of the tunnel and we will reach it
so that our students can really become the best they
can be.
Rose-Marie Farago
School Principal
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To provide each of our students with an eeyou-based education that will help prepare them to
serve their families, community, eeyou nation, and the larger society in a capable and confident
manner.
•

•
Another school year has ended. Time flies! Our school
year was busy, fun & exciting.
We started the school year with our move to the
Elementary school extension. Our Grand Opening was
in September with the visit of the Council of
Commissioners and Cree School Board officials being
present for our special activity. This was the most
exciting part of the school year, especially for the elementary groups, Pre-Kindergarten to Grade 6. This
new extension now allows everyone to be under one
building.
Our 2010-2011 highlights include:
•
Ongoing work with McRel consultants (Sarah &
Newton) and the school leadership team for
school improvement. This year, we worked on two
main fractals: punctuality & vocabulary. We are
presently trying to finding better ways to work with
both fractals next year and be more successful in
both. We commend our school leadership team
for their time, shared leadership, shared decisionmaking, and support to our local school improvement plans. They were a busy group all year!
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•

•

The visit by the Cree School Board team in
February was another highlight for our school. We
appreciated their visits to our classrooms to meet
our students and staff. Unfortunately, the attendance for their community presentations was not
good. Not many community members or parents
were present for the full-day session.
The continued program with the Elephant
Thoughts group were in our school in
February/March to work with our Science teachers and students. Our school did extremely well in
the Regional & Provincial Science Fair, winning
1st 2nd and 3rd prizes. In recent years, there has
been high interest in sciences and participation in
our science fairs locally, regionally and now
provincially. We commend the work of the
Elephant Thoughts group who have been helping
and supporting our students in this area of the
curriculum.
This year, we also had the services of Elephant
Thoughts Group offer tutorial services for our students for a five-week period from May 16 to June
17. This new program helped the Secondary 4
and 5 students with reviews and preparations for
their final exams. Tom, Peter & Micheala worked
hard during school hours, after school and on
weekends to help our students. We commend
Jeremy, Rhonda, Tom, Pete & Micheala for their
work and support to our school.
We had successful Professional Learning
Community (PLC) meetings with our teams. Each
class will have their structure and strict guidelines
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•

•

•

to follow for the Math and Language Arts programs. This is part of our Guaranteed Viable
Curriculum (GVC), Cree School Board and local
school plans to improve literacy and numeracy.
Parents will receive information at the orientation
session planned for the end of August. We are also
proud of the fact that our school is advanced in the
teaching of the CLIP Program, which we heard
from the consultants who work with our school in
testing the students. We commend our experienced Cree teachers for this accomplishment!
One special mention: we want to thank our teachers who have spent many years working in our
school and are now transferring to other schools.
We wish them the best in their continued work for
the School Board and their future endeavours.
Next year, we have only two sectors, Cree and
English, which explains why some teachers transfered.
We appreciate the work of all those who were
involved in the development of our Local School
Improvement Plan (LSIP) and the continuity and
implementation of these plans into the new school
year.
We appreciate the work of those who were
involved in the planning and organization of our
social & extra-curricular activities: Pancake Day,
Halloween, Raven Computer Club, Soccer Club,
Rising Stars teachings, Secondary V Orientation
and Graduation, celebrations for punctuality/attendance & Christmas reading circle and Gala night
on our last day of school.

WABANNUTAO EEYOU SCHOOL
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•

Our staff, teachers, support staff and educators
were involved in many training sessions on
Literacy, Bully Proofing our School, Touch Math,
etc. We spent many of our pedagogical days in
training our staff. Some were done locally by our
staff and others attended workshops outside of
school. Our school leadership team was invited to
the Solution Tree workshops in Ottawa given by
well-known guest speakers on education such as
Richard & Rebecca Dufour, Anthony Mohammed,
& Ainsley Rose to name a few.
It has been a challenging and rewarding school
year and we would also like to thank all those who
were actively involved in making this school year, fun,
exciting and a good learning experience for all: parents, teachers, school staff, School Committee,
Elephant Thoughts, MSDC personnel, WETA personnel and last, but not least, our School Commissioner,
Daniel Mark-Stewart.
In conclusion, it is our dream and hope that our
students will see and know the value of their education
and the impact it will have on their future plans. More
than anything, we dream of seeing our children pursue
higher education in College and University, then step
into leadership roles and make a difference in our
community. Everyone (parents, Elders, grandparents
and community members) have a supporting role and
a responsibility to ensure these goals are successfully
achieved. Learning extends beyond the classroom!
Dorothy Gilpin, School Principal
Marie-Monique Villeneuve, Vice-Principal
Margaret Cheezo, Community Education
Administrator
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MEMORIAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
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Our children's education should contribute to their confidence and pride in their Cree language,
history and culture.

Waskaganish schools got off to a very energetic and
positive start to the new school year. There was a
sense of optimism and everyone was looking forward
to a new and productive school year with positive
change on the horizon.
A sad note came to Waskaganish and the Cree
Nation at large with the sudden passing of Dr. Billy
Diamond in October. Wiinibekuu School acted as a
reception and greeting centre to receive the many visitors from out of town who came to pay respects to a
great leader.
Two Elders, Freddie Cowboy and Josephine
Diamond, who dedicated a great deal of their time and
energy throughout the years to our schools also
passed away this year. Our school is a better place
because of their support and guidance.
Our school was introduced to a new leadership
team. This team was and remains dedicated to school
improvement and school success. Many new innovative plans and ideas were introduced by the leadership
team to the staff. The team work closely with the cycle
teams to solicit their ideas on how we could improve
our schools. The overall goal was to improve our grad-
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uation and success rates. The energy and dedication
of the team had a positive effect on our school and
had everybody working together for the betterment of
our student population.
Youth Fusion brought a new energy into our
school. Throughout the year there were many activities
that made our schools more positive places to be.
These activities were developed to instil a more positive attitude toward school. Movie nights, pizza nights,
sport events, and various cultural and social activities
were carried out with enthusiasm and received an
appreciative response from our students. Youth Fusion
was also instrumental in introducing a school newspaper to our schools. This resulted in a sense of accomplishment and pride in our school. Youth Fusion
inspired our senior students to create a very impressive yearbook filled with memories that will last a lifetime. The students who worked on the yearbook were
left with a sense of pride and accomplishment and an
understanding of the importance of teamwork.
We had many celebrations in our schools this
past year. The leadership team organized award ceremonies that celebrated our improved attendance rates.
Individual students, classes and even staff were
rewarded with certificates and applause for some
impressive attendance records.
An ambitious cleanup took place along the Rupert
River’s shoreline and in the community in autumn
2010. Hundreds of active students, along with staff
and parents, energetically worked at cleaning up the
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environment. Everyone who participated ended the day
with a sense of accomplishment and pride. This project was designed to develop an environmental awareness within our community.
Always a highlight of the year is our Christmas
concert, which displayed impressive talent and put
everyone who attended in the Christmas spirit. It was
well received and well attended by the community.
The Cree School Board's annual Art Exhibition
was held at Wiinibekuu School. Our gymnasium was
filled with an incredible display of art of all shapes and
sizes. It was an impressive display of the strong artistic
talent that exists in the Cree communities.
Our schools also participated in a comprehensive
and effective Anti-Bullying workshop. Staff left the
workshop with a much clearer understanding of bullying and how much of a negative effect it has on their
students. Various bullying intervention strategies were
examined. These will go a long way toward the elimination of bullying, which seems to be a growing North
American phenomenon.
Wiinibekuu School hosted a Career Fair with representatives from over thirteen (13) different schools
present. The Career Fair allowed students to collect
information and look into numerous options that will be
available to them after graduation.
This year an ambitious Orientation Trip brought
our students to Val d'Or, Rouyn-Noranda, Montréal
and Ottawa where our students had the chance to
visit post-secondary institutions, which could help

ÉCOLE WIINIBEKUU SCHOOL AND ÉCOLE ANNIE WHISKEYCHAN
MEMORIAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
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them decide on their a post-secondary futures. At the
end of the trip our students were tired but satisfied
and better equipped to make decisions about their
lives after high school.
As usual our school had a very active sports program throughout the year, which included a strong
floor hockey after-school program. Basketball and
other activities made our gymnasium a busy place.
We attended tournaments in Moose Factory as our
girls and boys basketball teams represented our
schools with pride. Our students also represented us
well at a basketball tournament in Mistissini where they
came away with a championship.
Always a highlight in our schools is the various
awards and graduation ceremonies that are held during the month of June. These are worthwhile and
impressive events that are well attended and celebrate
many of our schools’ and students’ accomplishments
with family and friends. A tremendous amount of care
and effort go into these events and is appreciated by
the community at large.
Cree Day, where Cree Culture and food are highlighted and on display, is another highlight of our
school year. This year it took place on a beautiful
sunny day where people feasted, socialized and welcomed Spring in the great outdoors. It was great to
see old friends get together to share food and stories
after a long winter.
Our Elementary Sports Day, that our Elementary
students look forward to each year, was carried out
with a great deal of energy and wonderful organization.
It was a fun day for all and appreciated by all those
who attended.
From the middle of May to the middle of June our
students benefitted from exam preparation sessions
from Elephant Thoughts, which used many innovative
and creative methods to get our Secondary 4 and 5

students prepared for the crucial June MELS exams.
Representatives from Elephant Thoughts were well
received by our students and they worked very hard at
getting our students to succeed in their final exams.
A successful breakfast club was launched this
year at Wiinibekuu School. The hard work and dedication of a few individuals gave students access to a
nutritious breakfast before the start of a school day.
A Cree Culture alternative outdoor program was
most active during this past year. Here students had
an opportunity to combine academics with traditional
Cree roles. This program went a long way towards
helping our students integrate into the more structured
school environment.
All of the accomplishments and activities that took
place during the school year would have been impossible without all the hard work and dedication of everyone involved. This required a great deal of commitment
and dedication, which resulted in a better school and a
better community.
Edward Trembath
School Principal
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École Luke Mettaweskum School strives to make our children confident and diligent lifelong
learners committed to becoming responsible citizens. At ELMS we encourage parents and
community members to be active participants in all aspects of school life.

Although our school year had its share of challenges,
overall we had a year of positive change and improvement here at École Luke Mettaweskum School.
Teachers began to work together on teams and committees such as the leadership team, cycle teams, and
extracurricular committees. These collaborative teams
and their planning sessions allowed the teachers to
improve professionally, and provide much needed initiatives, services and projects to our students.
We began our year with our annual Halloween
festivities. We had a ghoulishly exciting Halloween
costume party in the school gym, followed by a
Halloween Dance for the elementary and later our
Secondary students. A ghostly time was had by all.
In early November we had our Local Education
Assembly, which were three exciting days of educational workshops in our school, followed by a gala celebrating the successes of EL.M.S.’s former graduates.
Some of the workshops featured were Speed Stacks,
Hip Hop Dancing, Nature Photography, How to
Audition for the Camera, Science and Technology with
Elephant Thoughts and How to Create a Video Game.
The workshops were not only open to our students,
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but to all the community, and many enjoyed this wonderful event.
Just before Christmas we hosted a Children’s Gala
to commemorate National Children’s Day. The school,
along with various local entities, hosted a formal gala in
honour of our community’s children. There was a delicious turkey dinner served to our students as well as
dancing and prizes. Our students came dressed in their
best and appreciated their special night.
On one of our last few days before Christmas holidays we hosted our annual Christmas concert.
Despite the cold weather that day, many parents,
grandparents, and extended family came to the event.
The children sang beautifully much to the delight of all
those in attendance, and the concert ended with
homemade cookies served with milk and a surprise
visit from Santa Claus himself!
On the last day of school before the Christmas
holidays the school hosted a movie/pyjama party.
Students and staff came dressed in their PJs and students enjoyed breakfast provided for them by the
teachers. Everyone enjoyed the event and wished
each other a wonderful start to the holidays.
After Christmas, we got back into the swing of
things with a swinging Valentine’s Dance for all of our
students. The dance was a masquerade ball and students had spent that day making elaborate masks in
class. Games and prizes were part of the evening
event, and students thoroughly enjoyed themselves.
Our students in Nemaska attended all the Cree
School Board’s tournaments. They showed their
school spirit by representing E.L.M.S. at the mini floor
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hockey/mini soccer, mini basketball and juvenile basketball tournaments this year. Our students demonstrated incredible effort and overall good
sportsmanship and made our school proud. Thank
you to all our coaches and chaperones for organizing,
encouraging and accompanying the students to
these events.
Before Goose break, the teachers cooked a big
breakfast for our students. Students enjoyed their delicious meal and the effort made by the teachers.
Everyone left for their Goose break holidays happy and
well fed!
After Goose break, our school was a whirlwind of
exciting events and visitors. We had some volunteers
from a Quebec Bible college who volunteered their
time in the classroom with our students, and entertained our students with their singing and music. We
also had Elephant Thoughts tutors intensively tutoring
our Secondary four and five students for their exams
after school and on weekends. We had the two week
archeological travelling exhibition for our students and
the community in the school gym, along with an opening ceremony and feast for the tour taking place at
E.L.M.S. At the same time our school hosted three art
workshops as part of the Quebec Government’s
Artists in Schools program. Students participated in a
Pottery and Ceramics workshop, a Native Pictograms
workshop, and finally a Mural workshop. The last workshop had all our students (Pre-K to Secondary Five)
collaboratively creating and painting a large wall mural
in our school. The result is a beautiful, colourful and
inspirational permanent work of art created by all of

ÉCOLE LUKE METTAWESKUM SCHOOL
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our students, which our school will no doubt enjoy for
many years to come!
Our school year activities ended with both an
English and French Book Fair. Students, teachers and
their families were able to purchase from a wide variety of books from Scholastic. With the gracious donations of some of our local entities, we were able to
purchase three hundred dollars of books per class for
our elementary section. After the Book Fair, the school
also hosted a Secondary Art Exhibit showcasing students’ work. Parents were delighted to see their children’s amazing artistic talents, and the students were
proud of their achievements and efforts.
It is important to also emphasize the role of the
school’s leadership team throughout the school year.
The leadership team was comprised of teachers,
administration and some community members. We met
on a weekly basis and collaborated on many initiatives.
The leadership team initiated a school-wide vocabulary
project that had our students (and even our staff and
parents!) greatly increasing their vocabulary skills. The
school leadership team also had the opportunity to be
trained with the world renowned Success in Sight
program, and attend the fall Ottawa conference on
Professional Learning Communities. This emphasis on
teamwork, shared leadership, and professional development is transforming our school culture, and is
changing the way we look at our school, our students,
and our responsibilities as educational leaders.
Finally, I want to thank all staff, parent volunteers,
and of course our local School Committee for all their
hard work, dedication and effort this year. I also want
to thank our wonderful students, and congratulate
them on all their hard work, effort and contributions. To
all our staff retirees, Metha Boss, Laurent Rivard,
Nicole St. Amand and Nellie Coonishish many thanks
for all your years of service at École Luke

Mettaweskum School. You are very much appreciated
and will be greatly missed.
I wish everyone a well-deserved summer vacation!
Lisa Shallhorn
Interim School Principal

Eeyou Schools
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Communication and teamwork between community, school, teacher, staff and Cree School Board
to increase student success rate and promote a healthy and secure school environment.

This past school year began with routine activities
associated with the start of any school year, which
propelled us toward many exciting projects that at
times saw us falling. Nothing happened in the first
week or two of the school year that seemed to suggest that the 2010-2011 school year would be so
hectic, challenging or frustrating yet so rewarding.
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
Raising student achievement in reading
This year our aim was to develop a shared understanding of effective Literacy practices known to support improved student achievement in which literacy
became the major development focus area for the
Cree School Board management, school administrators and its teachers. With the schools engaged in
reading improvement, the main focus was to increase
the capacity of its teachers in literacy development
through Literacy workshops given by Cree School
Board and McRel consultants.
Canadian Achievement Testing
CAT3 data documentation was revised by our
Leadership Team during their Module 2 Training and
was questioned as to how the school will align to
Canadian National Standards expectations and curriculum achievement.
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As a school, we are working to develop a reliable
and valid way of developing and improving CAT3
assessments and achievement targets. Based on a
wide range of evidence on how our students scored
low on reading comprehension and central thoughts, it
was concluded that areas identified were poor vocabulary that seem to be problematic at all levels. Some
other areas seem to show that teachers are not focused
on reading comprehension as well as the absence of
reading opportunities at home and at school.
The annual CAT3 Assessment folder continued to
be a work in progress and will continue to be the tool
that will guide us in developmental plans to improvement and success in Language of Instruction and
Mathematics at all grade levels.
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The Cree School Board, along with our McRel consultant Ms. Kay Frunzi and the Instructional Services
department, provided us with in-depth professional
development to support our teachers and staff members.
In 2010-2011, major focus was on building literacy
and leadership capacity of our teaching staff and our
Leadership Team members. Opportunities for strengthening capacity in these and other areas included:
• The CSB School Principals and Leadership Teams
attended various "Success in Sight" training workshops with McRel and the Professional Learning
Communities Summit Conference in Ottawa;
• Workshops focused on inquiring deeply into leadership practices known to impact upon improving student outcomes, specifically focusing on the
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strengths and areas for improvement in relation to
current leadership priorities in the school;
• Literacy Training Workshops were also presented to
our Elementary and Secondary teaching staff twice
this year;
• Two teachers, the Guidance Counsellor and the
Student Affairs Technician were involved in the Bully
Free Training Workshop conducted by Ms. Jane
Middleton-Moz in Montreal. This involved learning in
relation to the Bully Free School Prevention
Program to take place in the coming years;
• Leadership Training for School Principals included
“Enhancing Professional Practice”, “Balanced
Leadership” and PM Benchmarking.
Plans for the upcoming year include improving
teacher attendance at the Cycle Team meetings sessions and to continue to offer professional development. This will help teachers develop a deeper
understanding of the progressions of learning, expectation for achievement in elementary and secondary
schools and to review how we make connections within and across the curriculum through Cycle Team
meetings.
STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
One of the ways we sought to enhance learning and
engagement was to provide a range of opportunities
for students to learn outside the classroom.
Youth Fusion
This year was once again a successful experience with
students enjoying the opportunity to participate in a
wide range of activities that promoted attendance, lit-

WILLIE J. HAPPYJACK MEMORIAL SCHOOL
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Our greatest glory consists not in never falling, but in rising every time we fall.
OLIVER GOLDSMITH
eracy and communication through media, school
newsletters, radio, community talent shows and so
much more. The major focus points were to maintain
the students’ interests and to strengthen their abilities.
Feedback received indicated that student engagement activity at our school was a good way to get
involved in the community and that extra-curricular
activities were a good way to help youth stay in
school. Over time there has been a significant
increase in the number of students strongly agreeing
with various statements such as:
• School pride increased
• Cooking, radio and sports were their favourite activities
• Student participation increased
• Coordinators were accessible and passionate about
the activities
• Media and arts encouraged students to express
themselves
A big hug goes out to Emily Kashul and Annik
Babinski for making a difference in the lives of our students and in our school in general.
2010 - 2011 ACTIVITIES OF NOTE
• The Cree School Board Community Tour visit was
planned for June 1-2, 2011 which included school
visits by the Cree School Board’s Management
Team members, a meeting with the Chief and
Council at the Waswanipi Cree First Nation Band
Office and a public information meeting at the Youth
Centre;
• Bartimaeus Inc. activities included, for the first time
this past year, the participation of the Cycle 1 and
Cycle 2 students. Thanks to Mr. Andrew Middleton
who facilitated many of student-oriented workshops;
• Our students participated in a wide range of CSB

tournaments in mini- and junior basketball, mini-soccer and other organized events such as Regional
Public Speaking, Regional Science Fair and the
Regional Art Exhibition. Most noteworthy were the
students from both elementary and high schools
who went on to compete and returned with a variety
of awards;
• The Anti-Bullying Training Workshop given by Ms.
Jane Middleton-Moz was well received by those
who truly took an interest in making a difference by
attending the 3-day presentations. The primary goal
of the program for Cree Schools was to create
bully-free schools; safe learning environments that
would include welcoming and promoting parental
and community involvement.
OUTLOOK ON LOCAL SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT
PLAN 2011-2015
The Local School Improvement Plan formally submitted
to the Cree School Board met the requirements that united the efforts of our teaching staff, leadership team and
administration along with the support of Ms. Kay Frunzi
who helped and guided us in its planning stages.
Here are the major highlights of our School
Improvement Priorities:
Reading
1. Implement Guaranteed Viable Curriculum with fidelity and consistency
2. Implement Effective Literacy Practices and La litteratie en langue seconde
3. Teach reading across the curriculum
Mathematics
1. Help students master math facts
2. Train teachers to use math data to drive instruction
3. Help students solve math problems (problem-solving)

Attendance
1. Implement life skill programs for Elementary and
Secondary
2. Develop structures and processes for attendance
recording and entering
3. Implement a communication system between school
and parents
Safe Schools
1. Anti-bullying program
2. Specific implementation of Moz program
3. Regular reviews
4. Crisis Intervention Team
5. Social skill programs Kindergarten to Grade 6
6. Health and well-being
As a school, we are working to create an environment and a school culture that will engage students
where they are beginning to feel a strong sense of
belonging to the ever-growing learning community.
Our next challenge will be to take this one step at a
time to further ensure that students are fully engaged
and experience success in learning. Observations will
become more focused and specific with feedback
being directly linked to student outcomes.
It was a pleasant duty to have presented to you the
Willie J. Happyjack 2010-2011 Report for the academic year ending on the 29th June, 2011. On behalf
of the school administration and School Committee,
we extend warm wishes to all students leaving us,
namely our Class of 2011. We also wish a wonderful
summer to our students, teachers and support staff!
Yours in education,
Marie-Line Kitchen
School Principal
Eeyou Schools
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At Voyageur Memorial School of Mistissini, we aim for the global and harmonious development
of all students, according to each personal capacity and to its full potential.

As this school year comes to the end, we hope that
students, teachers and staff can be proud of what was
accomplished and can honestly say that they have
done their best throughout the year.
At Voyageur Memorial School, our Success for All
reading program has shown to be successful again
this year as more and more students are enjoying
reading and are reading at the appropriate level. The
support of the parents at home has had a great impact
on student success. For the next school year we will
implement another component of the same program
for grades 7 and 8 (Secondary I and II).
Our students participated in many regional events,
including the Cree School Board Public Speaking
Contest in Oujé-Bougoumou where Geraldine Trapper
came home with one of the top three (3) prizes in the
French Sector. We were also well-represented at the
Cree School Board Science Fair in Wemindji where
Roberta Blacksmith and Amy Brooke Mattawashish
took first place in their division. This success gave
them the chance to participate in the Quebec
Aboriginal Science Fair in Kawawachikamach, where
they won 2nd place. We are very proud of all the participants in these events.
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We were also fortunate to have the support of
Elephant Thoughts for our Secondary students. They
welcomed our students after school, in the evenings
and on weekends to help them study for Science and
Technology classes and other subjects. We are grateful to them as results show that their efforts and dedication paid off.
We maintained strong partnerships with the local
entities, especially the Cree Health Board, in order to
provide our students with the opportunity to expand
their horizons on different issues such as drug and
alcohol prevention, healthy living and activities. The
Family Challenge invited parents to participate with
their children at a lunch-time activity. This past year
many parents joined us and we are hoping for even
more next year.
In partnership with “Quebec en Forme” and the
Cree Health Board, some Secondary students were
hired as Acti-Leaders and given training on how to
organize and supervise activities for younger students,
which encouraged them to be positive leaders in the
community. Health and safety will be part of our focus
for students during the next school year.
Although student and staff attendance remained a
challenge, we rewarded the students who were dedicated to their education by organizing field trips to various
destinations. The Kindergarten students went to the Zoo
in St-Félicien, some Elementary students went to
Chicoutimi, Lac St-Jean and Quebec City while several of
our Secondary students that remained constant in their
efforts at school enjoyed trips to Cuba and Florida. We
are very proud of them and hope they inspire many more
students to show the same dedication in the future.
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After many years of not producing any graduates,
we are very proud to say that 2 students persevered
and will be graduating after summer school.
Congratulations to Geraldine Trapper and Jessica
Jolly! We are hoping that this will mark the beginning
of a new era for our students and that they will see the
benefits of perseverance in their studies.
As the 2010-2011 school year comes to an end
many dedicated educators will either retire or move on
to other endeavours. We would like to thank them for
their involvement in the education of our youth and the
invaluable knowledge they shared with our students.
Judith Michel
School Principal

SPECIAL MESSAGE FOR
2011 GRADUATES
To The Graduates, Parents and Grandparents:
Our Great Creator has given us another beautiful day – like every day of our
lives – and a fresh, new breath of air to celebrate your academic success.....
your Graduation.
As much as you love our Great Creator who gave us all our lives, you should
also love your parents and grandparents so much for raising you and caring
for you from your birth to this very special day, your graduation.
Your success comes from you, your parents, your teachers, your School
Principal & Vice-Principal and all the staff at the school. Without their help
and support throughout all your years at the school, perhaps your success
may not have been possible....a dream come true!

For your own future, I strongly encourage the Secondary V graduates to
continue your education, at your choice or decision, to College, CEGEP and
University. Please take the advantage and accept the opportunity – the
challenge – to go as high as you can while you are still very young.
Your graduation today is seen as a brand new beginning to another journey
in your life and in your education to a higher level.
You are very fortunate to be graduating from your own school and in your
own home community. You had honestly worked hard to earn your diploma
and it is your strong determination to finish your academic year
successfully that we are extremely proud to congratulate you and your
parents/grandparents.

PLEASE love our Great Creator,
love your parents,
love your friends,
our Leaders and our People
for
Love is the greatest
gift that we all can show
and share!
Thank you very much and look after each other with great care and love.
On behalf of the Cree School Board Chairman and Council of Commissioners
and CSB Senior Directors,
ALLAN HAPPYJACK, P.Eng.
Third Executive Member, School Commissioner

ADULT EDUCATION SERVICES
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“The challenge of adult learners is to embody significant knowledge,
know-how, know-being and knowledge to act in order to support the
growth of the Cree Nation: their challenge is our motivation.”
Pierre Desjardins, Director of Adult Education Services

SABTUAN ADULT EDUCATION SERVICES
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The Mission of Adult Education Services is to promote and facilitate the social and professional
integration of Cree and Eeyou Istchee adults by increasing their ability, competence and
qualification to introduce the socio-economic sector with confidence.
The 2010-2011 School Year was a period of observations and adaptations. As the new Director, I got
involved in many files in order to appropriate the
essential needs of Adult Education operations within
the Cree School Board. I made the transition as the
new Director in August 2010 when Mr. Charles
Matoush, the former Director retired after 19 years of

service to Cree School Board. Operations continued
with the complicity of the Education Consultants team
consisting of Vance Bear, Rene Blackned, Luc
Collette, Annie Iserhoff, Marcel Martin, Roberta
Neacappo and the Coordinator of Adult Education,
Mr. Matthew Iserhoff. As a result, we served over 160
graduates (see table below).

Community Graduate results for General Upgrading, Vocational Training Programs by community and at the SRVTC
Programs

Whapmagoostui

Chisasibi

Wemindji

Eastmain

Waskaganish Nemaska

Mistissini

OujéBougoumou Waswanipi

SRVTC

General Education
English General Upgrading

12

French General Upgrading

1

6

1

5

1

3

2

Vocational Training
Accounting

7

2

Cabinet-Making

6

Carpentry

9

14

7

Computing Support

2

Firearms Repairs

6

Heavy Equipment Operations (road construction)

18

Health, Assistance & Nursing

6

Northern Heavy Equipment Operations

13

Plastering

10

Protection and Development of Wildlife Habitat
Secretarial Studies
Starting a small Business

4
6

4
5

Trucking Class 1
Trucking Class 3

8
6

Adult Education Services
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Mr. Philippe Gravel, Administrative Officer pursues
the objective of updating outstanding students’ files,
which lead the Ministry of Education, Leisure and
Sports to distribute 140 official diplomas. In my new
mandate, I got involved in the appropriation of the
CSB Strategic Action Plan 2011-2015 which included the development of teams working with external
partners. We continue to work with Cree Human
Resources Development, Cree Job Partnership,
Niskamoon Corporation, Apatisiiwin and Skills
Development Advisory Committee, Regional Education
Table in Jasemie, Institut Nationale des Mines du
Quebec, School Boards and private firms. The necessity to restructure our department is needed with the
presentation of the Plan Nord from the Quebec
Government. The socio-economic members in each
community are stimulated by Plan Nord impacts. With
this in mind, we will integrate in our operations a continuous interest and action that is deserving to our
prospective adult student clientele in the territory. In
order to fully participate in the development of the territory, we revised our mission statement and adapted
our vision to the new realities we are facing.
The Mission of Adult Education Services is to
“Promote and facilitate the social and professional
integration of Cree and Eeyou Istchee adults by
increasing their ability, competence and qualification
to introduce the socio-economic sector with confidence”.
Our Vision for Adult Education Services is “A
well-qualified and autonomous adult student to introduce and progress in the socio-economic sector”.
These will be implemented progressively in our
annual planning. In addition, to better reflect our mission and vision, our service will be named Sabtuan
Adult Education Services (SAES) within the Cree
School Board and in the communities.
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On behalf of the Sabtuan Adult Education
Services team, we would like to acknowledge all of our
graduates for their hard work and commitment in completing their respective programs. We wish them well
in their future endeavors. Also, we would like to take
this opportunity to thank all our support staff,
Education Consultants, and teachers for their continued support in our endeavors of Sabtuan Adult
Education Services. We, as a team, also acknowledge
the Council of Commissioners of the Cree School
Board, the Director General and Chairman of the Cree
School Board for their continued support in our Adult
Education Services.
On a final note, the Sabtuan Adult Education
Services of the Cree School Board would like to
express their sincere gratitude to Mr. Willie Ottereyes
who retired in June 2011 for his dedication and service to the department as the Centre Director for the
Sabtuan Regional Vocational Training Centre. We wish
him good health and a happy retirement.
Pierre Desjardins, M.Ed. CRHA
Director of Sabtuan Adult Education Services
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The Cree School Board is operating under an agreement with the Ministry of Education, Leisure and
Sports of Quebec. With respect to the funding
received for the Sabtuan Adult Education Services
and Sabtuan Regional Vocational Training Centre
located in Waswanipi, below is an overview of what is
funded under this agreement.
•
Administration of Adult Education Service and the
Sabtuan Regional Training Centre in Waswanipi
•
General Upgrading programs for all nine (9) Cree
communities
•
All Vocational Programs offered in the Cree communities and SRVTC
•
Literacy programs in all nine (9) Cree communities
•
Short term courses offered in all nine Cree communities

•

Teachers and support staff of Sabtuan Adult
Education Services

On a final note, we at Adult Education Services of
the Cree School Board, would like to express our sincere gratitude to Mr. Pierre Desjardins, who was hired
on August 3, 2010, for all his efforts and services to
improve this department. We wish him well with his
new position as the new Director of Adult Education
Services, of the Cree School Board. Welcome aboard
to the Cree School Board, Pierre!
Matthew Iserhoff
Coordinator of Adult Education Services

Adult Education Services
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The Post Secondary Student Services Department is here to encourage Cree beneficiaries of the
James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement (JBNQA) to acquire secondary level and professional
qualifications so that they may accede to post-secondary education and/or become economically
self-sufficient and to realize their individual potential for contribution to the Cree collectivity and
the Québec and Canadian societies as well as to help increase the capacity of the Cree Nation to
enhance self-government and fulfill local qualified manpower needs.

The Post Secondary Student Services team is pleased
to provide the fiscal report for 2010-2011. During this
time the Department of Post Secondary Student
Services has provided assistance to 442 students.
We sponsored 301 university students and 126 college students; this shows a slight increase in the number of students pursuing studies at the university level.
In this report we will briefly cover highlights and statistics as well share information on the department’s
future initiatives.
This year was a fulfilling year of planning improvements and providing a detailed strategic plan that
aligned with both the Cree School Board’s five-year
Strategic Action Plan and our mission statement.

the number of sponsored students hasn’t change significantly it demonstrates a steady flow in numbers.

Table 1. Total Enrolment by Community of
Affiliation
2009-10

2010-11

Change

Chisasibi

90

72

-18

Eastmain

11

8

-3

Mistissini

96

97

1

Nemaska

18

30

12

Oujé-Bougoumou

17

23

6

Waskaganish

86

100

14

Waswanipi

63

63

0

PSSS Statistical Information

Wemindji

39

27

-12

We are pleased to present to you some statistical
information to demonstrate some demographics of the
Post Secondary Student Services program.

Whapmagoostui

24

22

-2

444

442

-2

Cree Nation

Community Level Enrollment
The comparative table (Table #1) represents the number
of sponsored students by community of origin. Though
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Age Distribution of our Sponsored Students
Table #2 gives information on the ages of sponsored
students in comparison for the last two years.

Table 2. Enrolment in Post Secondary Studies
by Age
Age of Students

2009-10

2010-11

Change

< 20

32

45

13

20-24

95

99

4

25-29

103

98

-5

30-34

76

74

-2

35-39

72

57

-15

>40

66

69

3

Total

444

442

-2

POST SECONDARY STUDENT SERVICES
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Enrolment at the University and CEGEP Levels

Most Popular programs 2010-2011

Table #3 below provides the type of institutions that students were enrolled in and the number of graduates, potential and confirmed for this year, and for the previous year.

Access/Integration

Table 3. Enrolment by Type of Institution and Number of Graduates
2009-2010

28
27
27
25

Nursing

2010-2011

17

General Arts & Science
14
13
12
12

Potential
Type of Institution

Cert. Administration

Enrolments

Graduates

Enrolments

Graduates

Graduates

College

301

57

269

13

104

Business Administration

University

126

24

130

13

30

17

4

43

0

13

Industrial Construction &
Maintenance

444

85

442

26

147*

Vocational/Other
Total

*As of June 16, 2011

It’s encouraging to see how the number of the university enrollments and university graduates has
increased and is steadily rising.
Highlights
As we do every year, the Post Secondary Student Services Program provides support to our Cree students in
developing their academic and professional credentials,
and to ensure that they reach their potential in becoming tomorrow’s Cree professionals and leaders. This
past year the Post Secondary team developed a departmental plan in accordance to the Cree School
Board Strategic Action Plan. During this process we
had taken initiatives in identifying some areas of improvement. The department plan will serve as a guideline in moving with the CSB plans of improvement. We
identified some of the following initiatives such as:
•
Online applications
•
High Achievers Award (Recognition program per
semester)
•
Partner with Adult Education and CHRD in providing comprehensive career counselling services to
adults from the communities to ensure they select
an appropriate career path

•
•
•

•
•
•

9
9
7
6
6
6

B. A. Psychology
B. Ed.
(Pre-School/Primary)

Increase the number of applicants for post-secondary education
Establish a data baseline for current and graduate
students
Develop a preparatory program for high-potential
students and recognize high achievers by providing monetary incentives
Recognize and connect graduate students
Policy Reviews
Finance improvement i.e. Direct Deposit

These are only a few initiatives that the Post Secondary Student Services team had identified, and will
continue to retrieve more data and feedback, which will
lead to an ongoing improvement plan.
Student Services

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

plement some identified activities in providing excellent
services to our Cree students and future leaders. We
anticipate more implementation of the activities identified within the departmental plan. We will continue to
review and improve our services to students in the
areas of guidance and social counselling.
In closing, I wish to express my acknowledgements
to the support given by the Council of Commissioners,
the Senior Management, and more particularly I want to
thank the Post Secondary students for their support of
our services to them. Last, but not least, I wish to thank
the Post Secondary team for their continued contributions and collaboration.
Pauline Trapper-Hester
Director of Post Secondary Student Services

This year has been another fulfilling year in terms of
planning. As we progress to another year, Post Secondary Student Services will continue to work and im-

Adult Education Services
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“We must all be committed to ensuring all students learn at a higher
level and we must work together collaboratively whether we are
pedagogy or non-pedagogy.”
Bella Mianscum, Secretary General

EDUCATION SERVICES
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Curriculum
The term curriculum can be broadly used to mean a
set of courses and content to be taught at various
grade levels, or it can be a specific learning program
which describes teaching, learning, and assessment in
detail. In Quebec, the Ministry of Education provides
School Boards with the Quebec Education Program
(QEP); this program constitutes the game plan for
guiding the educative action directed at our youth. The
QEP is a curriculum in very broad terms, it establishes
a set of courses to be taught in Quebec schools and it
defines competencies to develop, content to learn and
as evaluation criteria however, the QEP does this for
two-year blocks (cycles) at the elementary and lower
secondary levels and for one year blocks at the upper
secondary levels.
Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum
In his now famous 2003 book, What Works in
Schools, Robert Marzano synthesized 35 years of
research data that identified twelve key factors that
impact student achievement. Marzano states, “My
basic position is quite simple: Schools can have a
tremendous impact on student achievement if they follow the direction provided by the research.” Eleven of
the factors are organized into three categories: School
Level, Teacher Level and Student Level with the twelfth
factor being Leadership, about which, Marzano says,
“could be considered the single most important
aspect of effective school reform…it influences every
aspect of the model presented in this book.”
In this introduction to the Education Services section of the Annual Report, I will focus on the factor that
has had the biggest impact on student achievement
and I will leave you, the reader, to explore the remaining student achievement factors on your own.
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A Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum (GVC) clearly
defines what students need to know, understand and
be able to do at the end of a specified block of time
and, unlike the QEP, generally the block of time is
much shorter than two years, and in fact most GVCs
focus on term, weekly or even, in some cases, daily
blocks. Marzano rates a Guaranteed and Viable
Curriculum as the School Level Factor that has the
most impact on student achievement. In fact, the
research shows that, other than Leadership, a GVC is
the number one factor that influences student achievement. A GVC also guarantees equal opportunity for
learning for all students and it guarantees that teachers have the time to teach content and students to
have the time to learn it.
Education Services, under the leadership of the
Deputy Director General, has embarked on a longterm project to develop and elaborate a GVC, based
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on the Quebec Education Program, for students in the
Cree School Board. This curriculum will not only specify what students need to know, understand and be
able to do, it will also provide common assessments,
common teaching materials and suggested researchbased effective teaching strategies.
The CAFSI Report (2008) identifies poor performance in languages – Cree, French and English - as
one of the more important factors for lack of student
success in the Cree School Board and so we are
focusing on developing language curriculum first. Next
year we will continue with the Language GVC work
and begin working on Mathematics.
In order to accomplish this important work along
with the other priorities outlined in the Cree School
Board Strategic Plan, Education Services will undergo
a review in the upcoming year in order to reorganize
and realign the Service to more effectively serve the
needs of the schools and the Board.
I would like to take a moment to welcome new staff:
Sarah MacNeil – Education Consultant, Catherine
Rutherford – Education Consultant and Juel
Chouinard - Coordinator to our Special Education
Department. Unfortunately, the Special Education
Department was severely understaffed this year and
the illness of the former Coordinator and her eventual
difficult decision to leave the Board left one new consultant on her own for most of the year. I have to
applaud her efforts and hard work in such a difficult
situation – thanks Sarah.
Jim Laird
Interim Director of Education Services

CREE PROGRAMS
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At the beginning of this school year, the Cree
Education consultants took part in the Guaranteed
Viable Curriculum (GVC) training sessions. Frances
Visitor and Pearl Weistche collaborated with
Instructional Services to write the Cree Language
benchmarks for Kindergarten to Grade Two. All the
consultants contributed to the development of daily
lesson plans for Cree Language, Grade Three to
Secondary V.
Frances Visitor collaborated with Instructional
Services, in the development of Cree Language and
Math tests for end-of-cycle evaluations.
Most of the Cree Education Consultants assisted in
administering the quarterly evaluations for the Cree
Literacy Program K-2.
I thank the consultants who contributed texts to the
Cree Word Frequency List. This work is new, interesting
and very challenging, because this is the first list to be
developed regarding Cree Language. Kevin Brousseau,
a Cree linguist assigned to this project, also worked
with Instructional Services and Cree Programs.

Staff members have been busy with Cree
Language publications, adapting storybooks from
English to Cree for the K-2 Cree Literacy Program.
Three books were created by Linda Visitor regarding
spatial relationships. These books, among five others,
will eventually be published.
Available soon will be syllabic cards and flashcards to accompany the Cree Literacy Program. These
cards will be printed on high-quality paper.
Another project started was the recording of the
Pre-school children songs. Francine Weistche and
Cindy Chikapash agreed to take part in the recording.
CDs were distributed to the K-2 teachers.
The materials developed and the work carried out
directly affects the students learning Cree in the nine
schools. Thank you to the staff of Cree Programs.
Daisy Bearskin Herodier
Coordinator of Cree Programs

Departments and Services
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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It has been a good year for the Department of
Professional Development.
New Teacher Education Program – CSB-McGill
University Partnership
We began with the implementation of the New
Teacher Education Program. The students completed
YEAR I, with eleven (11) courses, and the first
practicum since the summer session. The first year
was community-based where all courses and the first
practicum were held in the community of Waswanipi.
The students will continue with YEAR II and YEAR III,
on-campus at McGill University, as CSB PostSecondary students. They will complete their program
with YEAR IV back in the community in 2013-2014.
We wish them well in their studies.
Certificate in Aboriginal Literacy: CREE
This certificate program consists of ten (10) courses,
and the students enrolled have completed four (4)
courses to date. We have courses in most communities and ninety-six (96) students enrolled in the program. We had two (2) workshops for the Cree Literacy
Instructors, which are very useful for planning the
courses. Mary Bear, Education Consultant in
Professional Development, managed the program
activities. We thank her for her dedication and hard
work.
Regular Bachelor of Education Program
The ongoing B.Ed program continued with three (3)
courses over the past year. We have eleven (11) students at various stages of finishing their degree. We
will continue this program until all the students have
graduated.
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Other Programs
In the area of other programs, the Graduate Certificate
in Educational Leadership I, was initiated and we have
five (5) students (teachers and administrators)
enrolled. Two courses were offered through LEARN
QUEBEC, an on-line classroom. We will continue this
program in autumn 2011.
For the Certificate in Inclusive Education, the program underwent an evaluation this year and will continue with the third (3rd) in autumn 2011.
In the Bachelor of Education Program from
University of Quebec in Chicoutimi we have five (5)
remaining students. Judy Washipabano, Education
Consultant in Professional Development, has been
managing the file for this program. We thank her for all
the work she has done.
At this time we’d like to say a word of thanks to
the people of Waswanipi and to the staff and teachers
of Willie J. Happyjack Memorial School for making the
new B.Ed students feel welcome into their school and
their community.
A special thank you goes out to Rose Dixon,
Education Consultant in Professional Development,
and to Sarah Mark-Stewart Herodier, program assistant, for all their time and extraordinary efforts in providing support to the students in the New Teacher
Education Program in Waswanipi.
A big thank you goes out to the all the staff of
Professional Development for their dedication and
efforts throughout the past year.
We look forward to training more teachers in the
future.
Debbie House Cox
Coordinator of Professional Development

INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES
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This year, Instructional Services played a major role in
the work of the Cree School Board’s Guaranteed and
Viable Language Curriculum. Eight of the consultants
worked closely with twelve elementary teachers from
our schools and curriculum specialists to unpack the
Kindergarten and Cycle I Elementary Quebec
Education Program and re-format it into a GVC that
defines what students need to know, understand and
be able to do on a weekly basis.
Special thanks go to the teachers who dedicated
many, many hours of their time and spent time away
from their classrooms in order to work on this curriculum: Dominique St-Pierre, Elizabeth Pash, Hélène
Guay, Jane St-Gelais, Jane Snowboy, Louise
Cheechoo, Lucy Trapper, Catherine Rutherford,
Barbara Connors, Martha Dixon, Sherry Weistche
(now a consultant), Catherine Gelineau (now a consultant) and Susan Masty.
Work on some early grade level assessment tools
has also begun and one tool is currently being field
tested in schools.
In addition to the work on curriculum, Instructional
Services continued to support schools with régime
pédagogique information such as subject-time allocations and course codes as well as liaison with MELS
for the June and August exam sessions. We’ve
expanded CAT testing in our schools and look forward
to establishing more routine procedures as well as
electronic record keeping for this tool in future years.
Support was on-going for the implementation of
the Personal Orientation Project (POP) programs and
the implementation of Work Oriented Pathways and
three Instructional Services consultants worked in
cooperation with the Department of School
Operations on Literacy initiatives in the schools. We
are also working on the approval of our new Cree

History and Citizenship program for Secondary IV and
finishing up the development of a new Secondary V
Cree History and Citizenship program which will allow
students to apply the knowledge they gained in the
Secondary IV program.
Our Regional Library consultant visited and
worked with all of the Documentation Technicians in
the schools and offered a regional training session for
the local library personnel on library services this
spring.
Jim Laird
Coordinator of Instructional Services

Departments and Services
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STUDENT SERVICES
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It is that time of year again; time to reflect on our activities of the past school year!
Our Bully Proofing Our Schools Project with Jane
Middelton-Moz continued in six (6) schools this year.
Ms. Middelton-Moz provided a four-day training session at each of the schools for all school staff,
Elementary and Secondary teachers. Each school that
received the training will now have the required tools
to work on building an anti-bullying program in their
school. It is through work and consistent effort that we
will be able to provide a healthy and happy environment for our students in our schools.
The Cree School Board once again participated in
the Quebec Aboriginal Science Fair hosted by the
Naskapi First Nation in Kawawachikamach on March
22-23, 2011. James Bay Eeyou School, Wabannutao
Eeyou School and Voyageur Memorial School were
represented at the Science Fair and we wish to congratulate the winners: Raven Mark from Wabannutao
Eeyou School and Amy Mattawashish and Roberta P.
Blacksmith from Voyageur Memorial School. The 2012
Quebec Aboriginal Science Fair will be in Kitigan Zibi;
please encourage your students to participate!

Luke Mettaweskum School had several artists visit
their school through the Artists in Schools Program.
The students had the opportunity to work with artists
from all over the province and learn to see art through
a different perspective. Our students are very artistically talented and many of the artists that visited our
schools asked for the chance to return because the
students showed such great interest in art.
The Regional Science Fair was hosted by the
Maquatua Eeyou School, the Regional Public
Speaking Contest was hosted by Waapihtiiwewaan
School and the Regional Cree Day was hosted by
James Bay Eeyou School. Thank you to all who helped
with the organization of these regional events.
The Inter-School Sport tournaments were hosted
by Willie J. Happyjack Memorial School, James Bay
Eeyou School and Voyageur Memorial School. Many
thanks go out to those who worked on these events in
the schools.
It is with great pride that we offer our heartfelt
congratulations to one of our Off-Community students,
Charly Gilpin from Wemindji, on being awarded the
Academic Achievement Award with Distinction for an
overall average of above 80% at her school. You make
us proud Charly! Keep up the good work!
Congratulations also go out to all students who
are graduating from Kindergarten, Elementary School,
Secondary School, Post Secondary Education and
Adult Education. We wish all you the best!
Thank you to my staff for their continued dedication and most dependable support! I appreciate all the
work you do in helping those we serve on a daily
basis.
Nellie S. Pachanos
Coordinator of Student Services
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Council of Commissioners
For the year 2010-2011, the Council of
Commissioners consisted of the following members:
•
Gordon Blackned, Chairman
•

Kathleen Wootton, Vice-Chairperson
School Commissioner – Mistissini

•

Allen Happyjack, Third Executive member
School Commissioner – Waswanipi

•

Tony Gull
School Commissioner – Wemindji

•

Sophie H. Bosum
School Commissioner – Oujé-Bougoumou

•

Daniel Mark-Stewart
School Commissioner – Eastmain

•

Darlene Cheechoo
School Commissioner – Waskaganish

and John Henry Wapachee, for their continued dedication and efforts towards the education of our students.
This coming year, there will be elections for the
following:
•
School Commissioner for Waswanipi
•
School Commissioner for Mistissini
•
School Commissioner for Eastmain
The Council of Commissioners held five (5) regular meetings this year and three (3) special meetings.
These meetings were held on the following dates and
places:
Date

Type

Location

July 2, 2010

Special

Ottawa

Sept. 21-23, 2010

Regular

Eastmain

Oct. 19-21, 2010

Regular

Mistissini

Dec. 7-9, 2010

Regular

Ottawa

Mabel Bearskin
School Commissioner – Chisasibi

March 15-16, 2011

Regular

Val-d’Or

April 12, 2011

Special

Val-d’Or

•

Teddy Wapachee
School Commissioner – Nemaska

June 7-9, 2011

Regular

Mistissini

June 21-22, 2011

Special

Ottawa

•

John Shem
School Commissioner – Whapmagoostui

•

•

Annie Mapachee
Observer Status – Washaw Sibi

Elections were held in Oujé-Bougoumou where
Sophie H. Bosum was elected as the new School
Commissioner, replacing Reggie Neeposh. Elections
were also held in Nemaska where Teddy Wapachee
was elected School Commissioner, replacing John
Henry Wapachee. Elections in Chisasibi resulted in
the re-election of Mabel Bearskin as School
Commissioner. The Cree School Board would like to
thank the former Commissioners, Reggie Neeposh

In conclusion, I would like to thank the staff of the
Secretary General Department for their continuous
dedication and teamwork towards the accomplishments of the work completed this year.
Bella Mianscum
Secretary General

Executive Committee
The Council of Commissioners elected its ViceChairperson and the Third Executive Committee member for 2010-2011. Kathleen Wootton was elected as
Vice-Chairperson and Allan Happyjack as the third
member. The Executive Committee has held fourteen
(14) regular meetings and six (6) special meetings this
year.
Senior Management Group
The Cree School Board Senior Management Group
held four (4) regular meetings this year.

Departments and Services
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Our mission at Human Resources Services is to provide quality services to Cree youth and adults
by attracting, developing and retaining the most talented and qualified employees.

For this past school year, Human Resources Services
has continued its efforts to provide sound, reliable
advice and support to the schools and departments of
the Cree School Board.
The 2010-2011 year has been one of ongoing
change and planning for the new strategic direction
being set by the Cree School Board. Along with other
services and pedagogical management, Human
Resources participated in the work of departmental
planning so as to align with the strategic direction, all
with the intention of improving the services provided to
the schools and departments of the Cree School
Board. We have worked as a group in articulating the
mission, vision and purpose of the department to better serve the needs of the schools and departments.
The mission statement we have developed is: “Provide
quality services to Cree youth and adults by attracting, developing and retaining the most talented and
qualified employees.”
We have continued to work to review and revise
the current recruitment process for teachers. In the
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next school year we will recruit a coordinator who will
provide support to the school administration in the
recruitment of teachers.
We have also continued our work towards updating all the job descriptions of the employees of the
Cree School Board. The job descriptions have been
reviewed by most managers and we should be ready
to have them in place sometime in the next school
year. These documents will be consistent in format,
accuracy of information and readily available to the
schools and other services.
Our service, along with the negotiations team, has
also concluded the negotiations for the Collective
Agreements for Teachers, Support Staff and
Professionals which will be applicable until 2015.
Information sessions and training were also provided
to the managers of the Cree School Board in the
changes and additions to the Collective Agreements.
We believe that we have taken a step in the right
direction by clarifying the agreements and we will continue to work toward that end in future negotiations.
Our thanks to the Cree School Board Negotiations
Team of Nellie Pachanos, Marie-Claude Picard, JeanFrançois Seguin and Michel Beauchamp for all the
hard work and time they have put into the process of
improving the tools we work with at the Board.
We also implemented a new disability management process for all employees. The new process has
had its ups and downs and we continue to monitor
and adjust as needed to ensure the timely follow-up of
absences for disability with the purpose of having the
employees return to work as quickly as possible. The
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new process also gives us data we can use for future
planning, training and education.
In the future we will continue to strive to improve
the services we provide and to partner with other
departments and schools in the education of our students.
Natalie Petawabano
Director of Human Resources Services

MATERIAL RESOURCES SERVICES
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Our mission is to ensure and offer our students and employees the enjoyment of the safest, most
innovative and pleasant facilities for their learning and working environments. Our duty is to
facilitate the reach of their goals and endeavours by providing professional and valuable
resources and services.

Main Tasks
Negotiations - Capital Projects - Housing Renovations, repairs and maintenance - Buildings
inventory - Moving and Storage - Purchasing - Daily
School Transportation - Power Energy Management Telecommunications – Vehicles - General Insurance.
Achievements
1. Negotiations:
•
To obtain the approval for the construction of an
extension to the Annie Whiskeychan School building in Waskaganish;
•
To obtain the approval for the construction of an
extension to the Cree School Board Head Office
building in Mistissini;
•
To obtain the approval for the construction of
more housing units in different communities;
•
Started the studies for a new Maquatua Eeyou
School building in Wemindji;
•
Obtained the approval for the construction of an
extension to Badabin Eeyou School in
Whapmagoostui; $3.4 M
•
Obtained the approval for the construction of
nineteen (19) housing units in different communities; $6.9 M
•
Obtained an additional approval for the construction of ten (10) housing units in two communities;
$3.5 M
•
Obtained the approval for the “Supplementary
Allocation” projects 2011-2012; $2.8 M

2. Capital Projects:
•
Started the construction of a separate Elementary
School building in Chisasibi; $18.6 M
•
Awarded the contract for the construction of the
Voyageur Memorial School Elementary building
extension in Mistissini; $4.3 M
•
Awarded the contracts for the construction of two
(2) housing units in Waskaganish and eight (8)
housing units in Mistissini; $3.5 M
•
Started the construction of the nineteen (19)
housing units: two (2) in Whapmagoostui, four (4)
in Waskaganish, nine (9) in Mistissini and four (4)
will start in Oujé-Bougoumou;
•
Started the studies for the reorganization of the
existing James Bay Eeyou School building in
Chisasibi;
•
Started the studies for the reorganization of the
existing Willie J. Happyjack Memorial School
building in Waswanipi;
•
Started the studies for reorganization works to the
Cree School Board Head Office Building in
Mistissini.
3. Housing:
•
After building twenty one (21) new housing units
in 2007-2008, thirty (30) in 2009-2010 and nineteen (19) in 2010-2011, the need for housing
was reduced in several communities;
•
Maintained an updated housing occupancy list for
the communities on a monthly basis.

4. Renovations and repairs, not limited to the following:
Whapmagoostui:
•
Repaired and upgraded the heating system installed a new intercom and surveillance in
Badabin Eeyou School building; $115,000.00
•
Floor coverings changed in ten (10) housing units;
$45,000.00
Wemindji:
•
Reorganized and renovated space and rooms in
the school building; $230,000.00
•
Earthworks and landscaping for four (4) housing
units; $272,000.00
Eastmain:
•
Install air exchanger and cleaned ducts for ten
(10) housing units, not completed; $48,000.00
Waskaganish:
•
Reorganized and renovated space and rooms in
the schools; $375,000.00
•
Finished the works for the conversion from oil to
electric heating for the schools and all the housing
units including air exchangers and humidifiers;
$1.5 M
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Nemaska:
•
Minor renovations in select housing units;
$51,000.00
Mistissini:
•
Installation of surveillance cameras at the elementary and pre-K schools; modifications to the lighting in the secondary and elementary gyms;
$164,000.00
•
Major repairs and renovations for twelve (12)
housing units; $642,000.00
Oujé-Bougoumou:
•
Reorganized and renovated space and rooms in
the school; $96,000.00
Waswanipi:
•
Landscaping and fence work for the Willie J.
Happyjack Memorial School and for the Sabtuan
Regional Vocational Training Center (SRVTC);
$232,000.00
•
Major repairs and renovations for three (3) housing units; $507,000.00
•
Called for tenders and signed a five (5) year
agreement and follow up with ALL-TECH for the
Maintenance of SRVTC complex, for the period
between September 6, 2011 and September 5,
2016
•
Called for tenders and signed a five (5) year
agreement and follow up with ESKAN for the
Food Catering and Services at the SRVTC, for the
period between September 12, 2011 and
September 11, 2016
Gatineau:
•
The Post Secondary Student Services office lease
ended - a new location was identified the new
lease to be signed in the near future.
5. Buildings Inventory:
•
New premises were added as superficies areas to
“Annex C” of the Funding Rules Agreement and
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for the purpose of the funding and of the User
Fees conciliation with the Bands.
6. Moving And Storage:
•
Called for tenders and signed a five (5) year
agreement with Martel Express (Trois-Rivières)
Inc. for the period between July 01, 2011 and
June 30, 2016;
•
Followed up the moving and storage activities.
7. Purchasing:
•
In addition to the procurement of new computer
equipment, many items for the schools and the
departments were purchased;
•
Arranged for the recycling of the old computer
equipment;
•
Followed up with the leases for buildings, equipment and vehicles;
•
Arranged for the aerial and terrestrial charters.
8. Daily School Transportation:
•
Follow up of the school bus transportation contracts for the period from 2009-2010 to 20132014 with local transporters in the communities
9. Power Energy Management:
•
An adaptation to the new Hydro Quebec billing
system is being finalized;
•
Follow up with the heating oil supplies;
•
Follow up with the high pressure fuel equipment
certifications.
10. Telecommunications:
•
All the existing contracts were assessed and new
contracts were obtained for improving the services and reducing the costs
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11. Vehicles:
•
A continuous follow up with CSB vehicles including maintenance and the coordination with the
S.A.A.Q.;
•
Replaced and purchased new vehicles in compliance with the existing five year vehicle replacement schedule;
•
Two school buses were purchased in order to
replace the fifteen (15) passengers van models
that had been recently banned.
12. Insurance:
•
Called for tenders and signed contracts for the
insurance of the Property and Liability Portfolios
for the 2011-2012 fiscal year.
13. Others:
•
A computerized buildings’ preventive maintenance
system was finalized and implementation in
schools is ongoing;
•
Training sessions were organized for all C.E.A.s
and maintenance staff of all the schools;
•
Material Resources Services Department staff
attended training sessions to improve their knowledge, production and efficiency in their role within
the Material Resource Services Department in
support to the schools and departments of Cree
School Board.
Moussa Habak
Director of Material Resources Services
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Information and Technologies Services’ purpose is to ensure that employees and students have
the proper information systems and technological tools and infrastructure to carry out the overall
organization’s mission.
Our vision:
• Help schools improve the way education is delivered using technological services and resources through
teaching and learning.
• Provide students with the technological resources to enrich the educational experience.
• Help staff improve productivity with proper technological tools and Information Systems.
• Establish, provide and maintain the necessary technological infrastructure services and resources to support
continuous improvement in the CSB’s ability to fulfill its main mission.
• Provide leadership and governance in the effective use of technologies.

Another year has passed and we have completed many
activities and special projects during the last twelve
(12) months to support the schools and regional offices. Technologies are ever so present in our everyday
professional life that our productivity, as well as the
learning and teaching process, greatly depend on the
continuous availability of these technologies. In its continuing quest to improve its support to the education
sector of the organization, I.T. Services has put a
greater emphasis on helping the schools implement
new technologies such as Smart Boards in the classrooms, new computers and information systems such
as Rosetta Stone second language learning program.
After purchasing more than 25 Smart Boards in the last
12 months, we will shift our focus in the next year toward providing the teachers with the required training
necessary to help them fully exploit the use of this technology. As the computer integration in the classrooms
becomes even more important, we will continue to
strive in helping the schools implement new pedagogically-oriented technologies to hopefully help keep children in class and improve on their success over time.

Another fine example of I.T.’s involvement in implementing new technologies and services in Eeyou
Istchee is the culmination of the deployment of the
fiber optic network over the territory through the Eeyou
Communication Network. This milestone marks a new
era for the Cree and non-Cree residents in offering
them the broadband connectivity that other southern
communities have benefited from for years. As a major
partner in this endeavour, Cree School Board will benefit from this available connectivity in its learning and
teaching process for the evolution of improving its students’ success. Another major endeavour was the
launch of the new CSB website in May 2011 which
uses new technologies allowing new features to be
available gradually over the course of the next year, including media and interactive sections for teachers and
schools. We wish to eventually use this new online
face of the organization to provide more visibility to certain themes, especially for the schools, parents and
students. The current new website will be on a constant evolution process over the next few months and
we invite everyone to come visit us on a regular basis
to review the implemented updates.

We also continued to provide great efforts in our
everyday activities to support and improve the hardware and information system and telecommunication
infrastructure (1500 workstations, 45 servers, many
hundreds of devices such as printers, scanners, blackberries, and many administrative and pedagogical information systems). We also answer many hundreds of
helpdesk calls per year from users and we make frequent visits to the schools to install new equipment
and to maintain the installed infrastructure.
2010-2011 Technology Acquisition Projects
Approximately 78% of computers deployed on the
CSB network are for the use of teachers and students;
this represents a student to computer ratio of approximately 4 to 1. One of I.T.’s main responsibilities is to
conduct different yearly computer acquisition projects
for the schools and this year has been a very active
one in this regard. Using different annual funding allocations such as the New Paths for Education, Special
Education Programs and the Computer Acquisition
Program, as well as other specific school and administrative projects which required our assistance, we conDepartments and Services
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tinued to invest in the acquisition of new technologies
in order to increase computer integration in the classrooms and help maintain an updated inventory in our
organization. This translated to a total investment in
technologies of approximately $350,000 for this past
year. We also invest over $1 million dollars in telecommunication services on an annual basis (Internet, WAN
and Video-Conferencing links, etc.) to provide the
needed connectivity to the regional and local offices
(schools).

“Computers and technologies facilitate
and help improve the learning process
of students; we must see them not as
a solution but as a tool!”

Other News, Accomplishments and Beyond
We wish to send our warmest welcome to Mr. Gael
Bernardo, our new Web Designer as of July 2010; as
well as Mr. Paul Washipabano, who joined the team in
Mistissini back in April from his original position in
Chisasibi.
I would like to extend my sincere thanks to all
members of the I.T. team as the success of this past
year is all due to your constant efforts and professionalism given throughout the year. You should be proud
of your accomplishments and we look forward to
2011-2012.
François “Frank” Turgeon
Director of Information & Technologies
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FRANÇOIS TURGEON
DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION & TECHNOLOGIES
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The past year provided the Board with an opportunity
to get out to the communities and review our strategic
direction respecting fundamental issues affecting the
future of Cree Education. Throughout the year the
Chairman and Senior Management visited all the communities and met with the local Councils and held public meetings to discuss the future of Cree Education
and to seek community input into the process and
planning.
The consultation tours dealt with a host of issues
relating to the Strategic Action Plan, School Improvement initiatives, Language of Instruction and all related
issues. The consultation exercises built on the initiatives in the Strategic Action Plan played an important
role in the work of the Department of Finance and Administrative Services over the past year.
Our efforts focused on identifying and developing
a financial plan to secure the significant resources required for the implementation of the Strategic Action
Plan. We are pleased to have developed and secured
Council approval for the “Blueprint for the Funding of
the Strategic Action Plan (BFSAP)”. This plan has set
aside close to $7M for 2011-2012, targeting the special initiatives derived from the Strategic Action Plan.
The funding under the BFSAP will require a significant
shift in resources over the coming years as the plan
calls for a freezing of all internal funding allocations and
a redirection of funds relating to overall escalation of
salaries, prices and clientele to targeted areas identified in the Strategic Action Plan.
The BFSAP will require all budgetary units to compress funding allocated to salaries and other expenditures and will require inward reflection of all budgetary
units to determine the most appropriate way to cut
salary and other costs over time. The overall approach
is to allow independent budget supervisors to make
their own decisions on how best to decrease spending
and salary costs. The BFSAP is a revenue-based solu

tion, which will permit the growth in funding to be redirected but that will require all administrators to do
more with less since salaries will escalate but funding
will not, therefore forcing internal compression throughout the Board.
The Department of Finance and Administration
looks forward to continuing its work with all Departments, schools and communities to ensure that the ambitious plans contained in the Strategic Action Plan
can be funded with the internal resources of the Cree
School Board to the fullest extent possible.
The following summaries provide a brief overview
of the global expenditures and other important financial
information relating to the Cree School Board for the
year ending June 30, 2010.
Matthew Rabbitskin
Director of Finance and Administration

Financial Highlights
For the year ending June 30, 2010
Total Expenditures of the Board for the year ending June 30, 2010

$119,947,772

Current Year Surplus (Year ending June 30, 2010)

$1,980,239

Combined Accumulated Surplus at June 30, 2010

$17,554,968

Combined Internal Appropriated Surplus at June 30, 2010

$11,646,173

Available Surplus at June 30, 2010
Tangible Capital Assets

$1,245,217
$125,017,833

Departments and Services
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Combined Statement of Operations
Year ended June 30, 2010

Budget 2010
$

Actual 2010
$

Actual 2009
$

Revenue
Quebec Department of Education (note 9 a)
Housing and office rental
Cree Regional Authority – Human Resources Development
Indian and Northern Affairs Canada
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation
Niskamoon Corporation
Amortization of deferred capital contributions
Proceeds on disposal of capital assets
Others
Total Revenue

109,964,101
545,809
85,058
1,155,957
2,664,500
1,106,230
115,521,655

111,911,567
554,712
83,813
1,132,370
2,015,277
6,104,690
2,500
123,082
121,928,011

108,329,111
537,460
40,313
1,229,723
20,429
1,867,093
5,765,169
113,781
117,903,079

Expenditure
Salaries and benefits
Employer's contributions
Travel and accommodation
Stationary, material and supplies
Pedagogical material
Contracts and professional services
Student assistance
Trainees assistance
Transportation
Telecommunications
Heating and electricity
Maintenance and repairs
Users' fees
Building rentals
Net interest on credit margin
Special projects
Capital Projects expenditure not capitalized
Amortization of tangible capital assets
Others
Total Expenditure

59,141,384
5,767,339
3,904,726
1,120,773
2,909,487
10,021,963
9,685,507
1,633,700
4,223,813
1,470,597
2,176,782
1,686,487
8,179,790
1,129,920
(46,225)
3,905,515
5,803,567
122,715,125

55,581,097
5,534,821
3,960,201
816,480
1,727,299
7,590,587
9,878,267
128,493
4,104,220
1,447,404
2,036,524
1,411,012
8,179,790
1,110,024
(46,225)
3,122,997
942,845
6,760,431
5,661,505
119,947,772

55,206,614
5,747,160
3,586,601
770,343
1,813,789
7,691,988
9,267,694
197,497
3,664,923
1,368,563
2,154,040
1,278,355
7,889,591
1,770,770
21,459
2,951,778
545,603
6,401,010
4,474,390
116,802,168

(7,193,470)

1,980,239

1,100,911

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenue over Expenditure
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Evolution of Total Revenue

Evolution of Total Expenditures
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$3,231,460

$3,157,558

$2,337,235

$12,167,374

$11,854,323

$10,875,582

$10,877,466

$10,578,569

$10,333,316

$86,371,120

$85,228,644
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Capital Projects

Salaries and benefits Teachers $29,824,981

3%

Salaries and benefits Education support staff $2,986,302

12%

$83,805,308

2008-09

Distribution of School Expenditure

Evolution of Expenditure by Fund and Activity
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$13,367,862

$120,000,000

Salaries and benefits Management $6,913,997

3%
1%
2%
2%

45%

Salaries and benefits Maintenance $5,423,492
Salaries and benefits Student services $1,003,165
Student assistance $962,350
Special Student assistance $94,304

9%

Heating and electricity $1,678,917
10%

5%

Users’ fees $8,179,790
Building rental $80,200
Pedagogical material $1,081,321
School transportation $2,035,449
Maintenance and repairs $1,183,235
Others $1,916,821
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Adult Education - Expenditure by Department

Post-Secondary Student Services Expenditure by Department
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Evolution of Student Clientele - Youth Education

Evolution of Student Clientele Pre-Kindergarten and Kindergarten Levels
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Kathleen Wootton
Vice-Chairperson, Mistissini

Daniel Mark-Stewart
Eastmain

Teddy Wapachee
Nemaska

John Shem
Whapmagoostui
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Gordon Blackned
Chairperson

Allan Happyjack
Third Executive Member, Waswanipi

Darlene Cheechoo
Waskaganish

Mabel Bearskin
Chisasibi
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Tony Gull
Wemindji

Sophie Bosum
Oujé-Bougoumou

DIRECTORS
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Back row (left to right):
François Turgeon, Information and Technology; Jim Laird, Education Services; Matthew Rabbitskin, Finance and Administration;
Abraham Jolly, Director General; Moussa Habak, Material Resources.
Front row (left to right):
W. Joe MacNeil, Deputy Director General; Natalie Petawabano, Human Resource Services; Pierre Desjardins, Adult Education Services;
Kimberly Quinn, School Operations; Bella Mianscum, Secretary General; Pauline Trapper-Hester, Post Secondary Student Services.

Working together to build a well-educated and successful Cree Nation through inspired teaching and valued learning.
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Oujé-Bougoumou
Bella Nancy
Mianscum

Eastmain
Dorothy Gilpin
Waskaganish
Edward Trembath

Coordinator
of Student Services
Nellie S. Pachanos

Centre Director
SRVTC
Luc Collette (Interim)

Director
Post Secondary
Student Services
Pauline Trapper-Hester

Administrative
Officer
Theresa Mark

Administrative
Officer
William Shecapio

Wemindji
Rose-Marie Farago
Whapmagoostui
Emily Masty
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Secretary-General
Bella Mianscum

Administrative Officer
Jennifer M. Petawabano
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Director
of Material
Resources
Moussa Habak
Community
Education
Administrators
Capital Project
Manager
Guylaine Houle

Mistissini
Alice Petawabano
Nemaska
Brenda Rose
Wapachee (interim)
Oujé-Bougoumou
Julie Iserhoff
Waswanipi
Gordon Gilpin
Chisasibi
Charles Bobbish
Eastmain
Margaret Cheezo
Waskaganish
Gerti Murdoch
Wemindji
Clarence Tomatuk
Whapmagoostui
William Kawapit

CONTACT
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Cree School Board
Administration Office
203 Main Street
Mistissini, Quebec G0W 1C0
Tel: (418) 923-2764
Fax: (418) 923-2072
Website: www.cscree.qc.ca

Education Services
Chisasibi, James Bay JOM 1E0
Tel: (819) 855-2230
Fax: (819) 855-2724

Post Secondary Student Services
1950 Sherbrooke St. West, Suite 100
Montreal, Quebec H3H 1E7
Tel: (514) 846-1155
Fax: (514) 846-1266
Toll Free: 1 800-463-7402

Sabtuan Adult Education
Services Office

Credits

203 Main Street
Mistissini, Quebec G0W 1C0

Many thanks to the following people:

Tel: (418) 923-3347
Fax: (418) 923-2270

Gordon Blackned, Chairman

Please consult the website (www.csbaes.ca) for
Adult Education Services Offices in each community.

Sabtuan Regional Vocational
Training Center

CSB Council of Commissioners
Kathleen Wootton, Vice Chairperson
Allan Happyjack, Third Executive Member,
Waswanipi School Commissioner
CSB Directors and Coordinators
CSB School Principals and Community Education
Administrators

1 Elder David Neeposh
Waswanipi, Quebec J0Y 3C0

Special thanks to the following organizations:

Tel: (819) 753-4040
Fax: (418) 753-2640

Indian and Northern Affairs Canada

Minister of Education, Leisure and Sports
Cree Human Resources Development of Cree
Regional Authority
Niskamoon Corporation
Acknowledgements:
Project Management: Abraham Jolly, Director General
Project Coordinator: Jennifer M. Petawabano,
Administrative Officer
Photo Courtesy: Alice Beaudoin, Danielle Vallade,
Schools and Departments
Designer: Beesum Communications
Printing: L’Empreinte

Working together to build a well-educated and successful Cree Nation through inspired teaching and valued learning.
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I hold tremendous value for the need for well-educated
Cree children because education holds the key for a
successful future for the Cree Nation.
GORDON BLACKNED, CHAIRMAN
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VISION
ᓃᑳᓈᔮᐱᐦᑎᒧᐧᐃᓐ
Working together to build a well-educated and successful
Cree Nation through inspired teaching and valued learning.
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